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(ME College Of Bishops:

°Met In Session To Plan For Desegregation
CME Bishops Call For Immediate
'Desegregation' At Special Session

Demands
Equal Time
On T.V.

Top officials of the Christian senior bishop, of Nashville by a reporter if lw thought
Methodist Episcopal church told the cheering crowd that Gov. Frank Clement was livcalled upon its estimated 400,- at the rate schools are deseg- ing up to his campaign promNEW YORK — The Federal
000 members to put forth ev- regating it will be in 2056 be- ise of selecting a Negro to his
Communications Commissice,
ery legal and non-violent ef- fore the racial barriers will be cabinet. The bishop replied
will launch an investigation of
forts to obtain all privileges lowered completely. "We can- "the governor is moving with
integrationists' claims that
and opportunities enjoyed by not set that target-date for dispatch. As I see it, Negroes
they are not getting equal time
first class citizens of this coun- full citizenship. We are geared have made progress in Teno present their views on
try. The battle-cry to push for to move for complete desegre- nessee."
Bishop B. Julian Smith said
outhern television, The Infull civil rights was sounded gation now. Almost every perin Memphis when the church's son in America has access to "I regret that Mayor John
sider's Newsletter reported this
here
everything
except
the
Daley
and Dr. R. H. Jackson
Bishops
met
almost
of
College
week.
were treated discourteously
during a special session of the American Negro," he said.
The first blow expected to be
Speaking for the local NA- during the NAACP annual
prelates.
struck will be news of an earliThis was the first time in ACP, Jessue ,Turner, its presi- convention in Chicago." When
er, hushed-up Federal probe of
the 93-year history of the dent, said: "Our city is not asked about James H. MereMississippi's radio and TV
church that the College of what we would like it to be. dith's statement there, Bishop
coverage of James Meredith's
Bishops has met in a special We are working hard to make Smith replied Meredith proadmission to the University of
prelate.
of
senior
Nashville:
Bertram
W.
left-right,
Doyle,
Episcopal
Ohristian
Methodist
Bishops
of
the
College of
session concerning social mat- it a city of good abode. He voked the NAACP when he
Mississippi last fall.
E. P. Murchison of Birmingham, Ala.; J. C. Alien of Gary.
church were photographed immediately after they had anters. The meeting was called added "we must increase dem- referred to Negroes as "burrThe Newsletter said that
are
Standing
D.C.
Washington.
Bunton.
Ind. and Henry C.
nounced the most sweeping civil rights platform in the hisspecifically to "take a stand onstrations in all areas of dis- heads." Meredith expected too
complaints were filed and a
Chicago.
college,
secretary
of
the
Bishops ll. Julian Smith,
tory of the church. The all-inclusive civil rights stands by
and urge for the immediate crimination. However, the much. I think he should conreport prepared last year, but
Ga.;
W.
Ill.; R. R. Shy, chairman of the college, Atlanta,
conimplementation of full civil NAACP realizes that we must fine himself to being a stupublic hearings were post- the church VIAS announced during an afternoon press
utilize the dollar and the dent. In this capacity we supR. Amos of Los Angeles. Cal.; and N. S. Curry of New Or- rights for Negroes."
poned at the request of hard- ference at the Peabody hotel July 23. the first press convote."
port him but not as a leader of
meeting
mass
public
The
leans,
La,
Bishops.
Above
are
hotel.
ference held by Negroes at the
pressed Department of Justice
Rev. John C. Mickle, pastor the Negro race."
Collins
Chapel
at
was
held
—
officials, fearful that FCC acCongregational
Second
Bishop Smith then turned to
CME church on Washington of
tion would lead to more trouchurch and president of the a reporter from the FreS3
Ave.
ble.
The chairman of the College Interdenominational Ministeri- Scimitar and asked "why does
Complaints against Southern
of Bishops, Rt. Rev. P. R. Shy al Alliance said "we will put your newspaper insist on using
Stations are based on the FCC
of Atlanta, Ga., said "the our shoulders to the wheel a small "n" to spell Negro."
doctrine which holds that when
denial of the ballot, equal op- to help obtain the goal we The reporter said, "I don't
a station editorializes on any
Funeral services for Dr. portunity, equal
education should have reached 100 years know. You'll have to ask the
controversial subject. the opeditor."
Norman Mancel Watson were have brought the Negro to ago.
posing view is entitled to a fair
Metropolitan the end of his -patience.. Har- Earlier that afternoon, during
The press conference was
at
conducted
hearing over the air. MissisBaptist church Tuesday after- assment and brutality by law a press conference of the Col- arranged by Rev. DeWitt Alsillgppi broadcasters have anS.
A.
lege
of
Bishops
at
Hotel
Peacorn,
a presiding elder who
noon, July 30 by Rev.
enforcement officers, segregaTraYes-ed
Owen, Sr. Assisting him were tion and discrimination has re- body, Bishop Doyle was asked lives here.
ndaTgat
I tf
eora;egnaol itnTeeBishop A.B. McEwen of the sulted in sit-ins. The church
grationists in the state.
Chore) of God In Christ and takes this position — and call
Now pressure from civil
Rev. John C. Mickle, pastor of upon our people and all orrights groups interested in
The Memphis branch of the 'Them:" "Come, Let Us Reathe Second Congregational ganizations to work for the
stemming the flow of segrega- NAACP listed some 26 rea- son Together," and "We must
church. Burial was in Galilee elimination of racial discrimtionists' propaganda (allegedly sons why the Negro Commu- Learn to Live Together.'
cemetery under direction of ination, "which has still been
centering on pseudo-religious nity is opposed to the extendThe ages of the demonstrathe T. H. Hayes 8z Sons fun- with us 100 years after the
programs) may force the com- ed day program in the Negro tors ranged from babes in
eral home.
signing of the Emancipation
mission to make a public high schools when the School arms to nearly 80.
Dr. Watson who had been Proclamation."
statement.
protest
Turner's
Following
Board met last Thursday.
the chief of staff at Terrell
Bishop Shy added: "Racial
The pastor of Centenary and demonstrations to show
The effects of any new FCC
Memorial hospital on Wil- segregation is immoral and
There to back up Jesse H.
DR. N. M. WATSON
878 Mis- the truth — making it real
ruling are expected to be two- Turner, branch president, were See (DAUGHTER) Page 5
25
died
there
Jyly
liams St.,
contrary to the will of God." Methodist Church,
fold:
after a lingering illness. On He praised "our people for sissipPi Blvd., Rev, James M. by pointing it out," said the
nearly 200 persons, carrying
(1) Broadcasters will inter- signs and applauding those
July 1, he called a meeting seeking redress in a non-vio- Lawson, Jr., called for non- dynamic Rev. Lawson. "Dein monstrations are very old.
demonstrations
violent
pret it as an attempt to inter- who spoke out against the
of the private hospital's per- lent way."
fere with their right to editor- experiment, which was tried
sonnel and announced that he
Reading the civil rights po- Memphis and every city and Moses used them by placing
ialize and an imposition of at Melrose and Douglass High
had lost his health — there- sition taken by the College hamlet in America "to try blood on the door of the chosGovernment views on channels schools last year, and which
fore the hospital would not of Bishops was Rev. H. D. to get at the heart of the en ones; Jeremiah used them
of communications.
accept any other patients un- Franks of Russell Chapel problem of racial segrega- by wearing the wooden and
has been designed for other
(2) It may make pro-segre- Negro schools this year.
til further notice.
church in philadelphia, Pa. He tion." He added "human na- iron yokes while marching
a former Youth Commission, a position
of
daughter
The
gation station owners think
Born in Herralsyille, N. C. urged each church (1) to pro- ture is like that — it must through the street; Jesus
What the NAACP wants is Memphis public school teacher, she has held for the last 17
Christ used them as well as
twice before endorsing a cause.
July 4. 1890, he came to Mem- test racial segregation in its see and hear the truth."
desegregation of white schools who became a crusading news- years.
Speaking out against em- our earlier Americans —
phis about 43 years ago after immediate area; (2) to become
to alleviate the overcrowded paper editor against lynching A short, slightly stout, enertechnique
of
"netrainploying
the
Thomas
Paine and participants
completing his medical
involved in a race .relation
conditions in Negro schools. before the turn of the century, getic woman with beautiful
ing at Meharry. Howard and group and search for a solution gotiation only" as the best in the Boston Tea Party."
fric
No extended schedule has came here on a flying trip last gray hair, Mrs. Duster said she
University of West Ten- to the problem (3) each mem- way to solve racial differ- Rev. Lawson said "we do
been used in white schools, week to set the stage for re- passed through Memphis about the
nessee, now defunct.
ber to register and vote in ences involved in obtaining not advocate heaping coals
but the Board said it expects search on her mother's career 10 years ago enroute to Rust
Well known in medical all public elections (4) each full civil rights, the young upon the enemy's head to
to use it in one next year.
in this area. The daughter, Mrs. College in Holly Springs, Miss., circles, he was a member of member to identify himself minister said: "We cannot destroy him, but to awaken
Turner was invited to adsaid to attend an alumni meeting. Metropolitan Baptist church.
Camp Care Committee is dress the Board at the outset Alfreda Duster, of Chicago
with the civil rights move- change 350 years of social him to the truth." If the deto Her mother was graduated
Among survivors are his ment (5) urge government evil by negotiating only. We nial of civil rights is never
scheduled to meet Wednes- of the meeting, but he said he she is gathering material
autobiography
from Rust _College.
wife, Mrs. Ruth Irwin Wat- officials to support Pres. John need a revolution in Ameri- made a public issue, it will
day, Aug. 7, at the Memphis preferred to wait until other corn pleté an
Mrs. While in Memphis, she was son, a daughter, Mrs. Normine Kennedy's civil rights legisla- ca — a revolution of the in- never be solved," he contendBoard of Education, 2597 business was finished. His re- started by her mother,
death
her
Ida B. Wells, before
the house guest of Mrs. Car- Yates of New York, a son, tion (6) sponsor civil rights ner-man. A revolution tries to ed. "The consciousness of
Avery Ave at 10 a.m., an- quest was granted.
in 1931.
Mance! Watson of program in each local church get at the heart of the prob- Memphis must be shocked."
lotta Stewart Watson, a faculty Irwin
nounces the chairman, Drew
It was then that pickets
J. Canal. The meeting will be filed into the auditorium bear- Mrs. Duster, born and edu- member of Booker T. Washing- Memphis, a sister, Mrs. Sarah (7) organize and conduct lem. We need demonstrations said the minister.
McGhoun
of Ahoskie, N. C., a workshops (8) support full fi- in Memphis to show our He pointed to Methodist
held in room 282. All mem- ing such signs as "Segregated cated in Chicago, is a social ton High School.
grandson, nieces and nephews. nancial support to CME minis- brothers in Mississippi and hospital and said "the hospibers of the committee are Education is Expensive, In- worker with the Community JOB IN MEMPHIS
ters (9) join local and state Arkansas the need for direct tal which the World Service
urged to attend.
ferior;" "Father Forgive Service Division of the Illinois Ida Belle Wells was born in
council of churches. (10) Sup- action." He said that nego- and our church — help to supHolly Springs, Miss., July 14,
port NAACP, Urban League, tiation is a part of non-vio- port, don't allow Negro pa1862. At the age of 14 she was
Despete the fact that Ne- SNCC and SCLC. (11) Urge lent demonstrations.
tients."
faced with the overwhelming
groes in Memphis cannot ob- for conferences on race and
Rev. Lawson
Lawson accused Mayor Henmade the
task of caring for her six
tain a plumbing license, Pow' religion."
statements during his 11 a.m. ry Loeb of "being more loyal
brothers and sisters after her
Thompson 62, of 1393 CamRev. Franks concluded by sermon which was entitled to white citizens "than he is
mother and father died of yel- er
eron St., has had a plumbers saying: "We serve notice to "Why
Are
Demonstrations interested in democracy.
low fever. She became a public
license since 1938. He attend- teh world that we shall move Essential?"
Rev. Lawson concluded that
ed old Korcheckt school.
forward."
See (NAACP) Page 2 •
"Labor unions use boycotts, racial segregation "is moralBishop Betram W. Doyle, the pickets, economical boycotts ly wrong."

Funeral Rites
For Dr. Watson

NAACP Demonstrates
Against Double Shifts
III Negro High Schools

Local Methodist Pastor Calls
For 'Demonstrations' To Solve
Racial Segregation Problem

Daughter Of Memphis Crusader
Comes Here To Dig For Facts

amp Care To
Meet Aug. 7th

Look! I Have One

'Whites Would Not Stand Still
For Denial Suffered By Negro'
George Lee Tells Estimated 200

FACTS ABOUT HER MOTHER
Facts about her mother's career in Memphis are being scanned by Mrs. Alfredo
Duster of Chicago (left), the daughter of
the late Ida Belle Wells, who became in•
tetnationally known for her crusades
against lynchings at the turn of the century. In the renter is Fred Hutchins, 1087

Missiosippi Blvd. who is considered a local
authority on history of Memphis. At the
right is Mrs. Carlotta Stewart Watson, a
teacher at Booker T. Washington high
school, who entertained Mrs. Duster during
her brief stay in Memphis. (Staff Photo
By Ernest ('. Withers)

•

George W. Lee called for ths
defeat of Mayor Henry Loeb,
when he was addressing the
Citizens Non-Partisan Registration Committee at Mt.
Olive CME church last
Wednesday night. An estimated 200 attended.
Head of the Old Guard faction of the local Republican
party, Lee said, "We must defeat Mayor Henry Loeb and
other foes of Negroes during
the November election."
Lee also suggested that a
corps of 5,000 volunteer registration campaigners knock
on doors to dramatise the urgency of voting.
He said it Was in 1940 thai
the fisst vac- registration
drive was spsinsored in Mem•
phis. He referred to the time
as the "Edward Hull Crump'
days. Less than 8,000 Negroes

were registeted at the time.
said Lee. "It was the days of
the poll tax and bootlegging
v'otes."
He continued, "Now Memphis represents the largest
per capita Negro registered
voters in this country."
Touching upon "dernonstra.
tions," he said "White Americans—North rr South—would
not stand still one minute if
they suffered the denials exexperienceel by Negroes." lin
spoke out against "tokenism"
in employment, "We don't
have to make apologies for
fighting segregation. The potential of Negroes has been
dwarfed by suppression."
The coal of the voter drive
is 100,000. Dhector of the campaign is Roscoe R. McWilliams.

Protest double shifts—Nearly 200 Persons
marched at the Memphis City Board of
Education building last Thursday to protest the double shifts for students at the
Negro high schools in Memphis. and seen
here are a few of the pickets with signs.

The NAACP wants the Board to alleviate
crowded conditions In the high schools by
Immediately desegregating white high
schools to take care of the students. The
NAACP was promised an answer in the
near future.—(Withers Photo)
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441,

Epps, 7 Happyland; girl, Ale- derson, 229 First; girl, Pa- ton, 366 Lucy; boy, Michael
Mitchell, 266 Lucerne; girl,
cia Lynn.
Angelo.
activities (the higher the entricia Ann,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Turner, Mr. and Mrs. John V. Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Annette.
rollment. the less chance to.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
872 Porter; girl, Jacqueline I Swanson, 1039 N.
student participation).
Seventh; Franklin, 2198 Stovall; girl,
Hughes, 787 Alston Mall; boy, (Continued .Prom Page 1)
Yvonne.
12. Decrees.. student moAlice Dannette.
girl, Vicky Lachelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B. Far- Mr. and Mrs. Bober t L. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gunn, Ronald Bernard.
d
rale; feelings of inferiority obBoard,
educators
to
the
the
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Smith,
ris, 970 Lenow; girl, Terrilyn'Owens, 854 N. Montgomery; 1718 Castex; boy, John Fitzserved in weaker students yeny
40 W. Lucas; girl, Belinda An- were addressed by Richard T. rally placed in later shifts
Yvette.
gerald.
girl, Felicia Patrice.
president
Ely,
of
Memphis
the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie D. Horwho are for the most part exMr. and Mrs. T. Hubert Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Mayes, toinette.
ton, 1630 Brookins; boy, Eu- King, 301 Honduras; girl, Re- 391 Cambridge; girl, Damita Mr. and Mrs. Andtew Rudd, Citizens Council. The Negroes cluded from ex tra -curricular
listened
while
politely
he
379
S.
gene.
activities.
Lauderdale; girl, AnJo.
gina.
spoke. He concluded by saygela Annette.
Mr. and Mrs. William Walk- July 23.
13. Confusion generated by
AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL: July 16.
July 24.
integrate
ing,
"To
schools
the
July
26.
er,
extended
1186
Springdale;
day program helps
twin boys, Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Wil- Mr. and Mrs, Clarence T.
July 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Postell CampMichael Dewayne and Marvin burn, 142 Angelus; girl, Kath- Morrow, 3028 Tillman Cove; Mr. and Mrs. Willie G. Mor- of Memphis would be disas- students desirous of playing
bell,
1682
Harrison;
boy,
Gino
,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crawris, 1590 Harmon; girl, De- trous."
Lynn.
hookey.
girl, Vicki Lynn.
erine Renee.
ford, 831 Whitford pl.; boy, Lowe.
PROTEST MOVE
14. Dosn't permit teachers to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Torry, Mr and Mrs Andrew Jackand Mrs. Fred Perkins metria Ann.
Mr.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
FaulkBernard.
Ivan
,
555 N. Sixth; boy, Andre.
son, 600 E. McLemore; boy, 1043 S. Fourth; girl, Sonya M. and .Mrs. Mark Smith, Among those persons who maintain proper control over
Mr. and Mrs. Kerby Taylor, ner, 3939 E. Raines rd.; boy, July 21.
650 Firestone; boy, Michael spoke out against the extend- students.
Anvil Lareco.
,1944 E. Person; boy, Darrell Jerry Lewis.
ed day program were Dr.
15. The extended day proMr. and Mrs. Fred Hill, 1225 Mr. and Mrs. John W. Kiner, Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Wil- Dewayne.
July 17.
,Kenth.
Floyd Bass, dean of LeMoyne gram works hardships on the
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Latham; boy, Keith Dure/1. 2724 Select; girl, Brenda Mi- son, 578 St. Paul; boy, Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Eddie H. An_July 12.
college;
Benjamin
Branch, teachers who are also housederson, 5006 Wilburn; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Stewcella Trent.
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Crittenden, 699 Dudley; boy, art, 471 N. Third; boy, Danny chelle.
bandleader and assistant pro- wives.
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Lary Lashun..
Mr. and Mrs. Governor JefJones, 266 S. Circle rd.; boy, William Alexander Jr.
fessor
of
music
at
Lane
col16. It increases administraferson, 619 Marble; girl, Jones, 1325 Driver; boy, Ron- Mr. and Mrs. James. F. Cox,
Mr. and Mrs. James Earl Jerome.
Dennis Keith.
lege for the summer session; tive and delinquency problems
Mr.
and
Charlie
Mrs.
W.
Mc1631
nie.
Claudine.
Barmen;
Graham,
girl,
661
Wells; girl, FeRosie De- Rev. E. D. White, Melvin Wal- for the schools.
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Crary, 317 Walker; girl, Phyl- Mr. and Mrs. H ar old P. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
4 lace, precinct captain; Mrs.
Strong, 337 S. Parkway east; licia Rena.
17. The auditorium period
lis Mariah.
Harris,
Barton;
1588
Kelley,
Begirl,
1309
Ladderdale;
Mr.
S.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Willie
and Mrs. Will T. Hou- Maxine A. Smith, executive did not work. The students
Moore,
.girl, Janice Leola.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Smith, boy, Derek Deon.
Ann.
linda
Jr.,
1392
Chadwick
ston,
596
cl.;
S. Wellington; girl, secretary of the Memphis were bored and non-recept1
boy,
July 14.
1522 Patton; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Kee, Patricia Layette.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Claibranch of the NAACP; Charlie The auditorium was alwa710
Mr. and Mrs. James Mc- Stephen Craig.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Hum, borne, 915 N. Bellevue; girl, 918 Somerville; girl, Caroline
Mr. and Mrs. Biljy Ander- Morris, Sr., and Rev. James filled with students trying to
-Bride, 1855 Carver, Apt. 5; AT JOHN GASTON
1112 Saxon; girl, Barbara Linda Faye.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emanuel
son, 1433 StonewhIl; boy, H. Lawson, Jr., pastor of Cen- watch TV.
boy, James Jr.
HOSPITAL:
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel B. Ir- Yancy, 425 Vance; a boy.
tenary Methodist church.
Michael Dewayne.
18. School attendance has
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miller, July 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Ransom Har- by, 695 Flynn; boy, Andre.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
L.
SigBranch who said he was the fallen off.
1142 Daisy; boy, Robert Ver- Mr. and Mrs. William Town- ris, 798 Olympic;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
B.
a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Skin- gers, 1523 Ellington; boy, Guy
head
of
a
, .nell.
family
the
19. There is no home room
in
Dougsend, 1428 Fairview; a girl. July 22.
Stanton, 629 S. Lauderdale
ner, 770 Saxon; boy, John Morris.
lass community, told the for the students. ApproximateMr. and Mrs. Napolum Rodg- Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Hal- Mr. and
boy,
Joseph
BiAt
Jr.
Mrs. Jesse L. Boyd, Wayne.
July 25.
Board that the system in that ly one-third of the teachers
ers, 1597 Boxwood at.; girl, Lisa liburton, 259 N. Main; girl, 480 Tillman;
girl, Sherron
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny M. Mr. and Mrs. ()theft Mc- area disrupted schedules to have to shift from room
Yolanda.
to
Tracy.
Denise.
Adams,
1268
Worthy,
Asberry,
Newark;
591 Driving pk.; boy,
723 Walker; girl,
girl, the extent that it was diffi- room.
.July 15.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Ossie C. Pol- Sharon
Cheryl Lynn.
Johnny
Mims
Elaine.
Jr.
cult to determine if one's child
20. junior high school stuMr. and Mrs. James L. Parks, 420 Cambridge; boy, Rodney lion, 2290 Marble;
boy, Don- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin DenMr. and Mrs. Vertis Mack- Mr. and Mrs. Casey Woods, were in school or not.
dents have no place to go
1404 Taylor; girl, Cassandra Lashun.
ald Eric.
man, 1942 Carver; boy, Gino lin, 227 Gracewood; boy, Ter- 1590 Michigan; boy, Michael
during the lunch period causYvette.
CHILD UNSUPERVISED
Mr. and Mrs. Coatsy Becton, Mr. and Mrs. Fennie L. Torrez.
ris Murphy.
Dewayne.
"My boy went to school at ing a discipline problem.
- Mr. and Mrs. Bo b by Joe 2274 Wilfong; girl, Regina Dean, 950 Mansfield; boy,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
Blocker,
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Al21. The extra-curricular proMr. and Mrs. Herbert S. 7 a.m., and was loose all aftIL/v*0g, 1778 Eldridge; girl, Kay.
Michael.
1061 Lema; a girl.
len, 1314 Texas; a boy.
Polk. 581 Baltimore; girl, ernoon," Branch said, and grams are just about at a
,Bobbie Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. William C
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. An- Mr. and Mrs. J. L. CovingMr. and Mrs. Raymond Paula Devonne.
stand
still. Last year one
added that during the unsupervised hours some children school could not have senior
meetings
because of the doudrank wine and indulged in
ble shift.
other harmful practices.
22. The morale is at an all
Rev. White told the Board
that the programs made it time low at schools where the
impossible for the parents to double shift was tried among
keep up with the children. students and teachers.
23. Large families cannot atm
"We have had more trouble
'
with our youngest daughter as ford to pay the bus fare. Famill.
a result of split shift than with flies with more than one child
all our other children," he said. in school would have to pay
Wallace said that children' regular bus fare.
24. Buses would be overattempted to congregate at his
house early in the morning, crowded with workers at these
but that he would not let them hours.
hang around.
25. Some of the older chilThe father of 14 children, dren have to help their parfleven of them still school age, ents with the smaller children
Prices Good Thru Tues., Aug. 6 We
Wallace said that split shift getting them ready for elemenTo Limit
is detrimental.
tary school and they can't do
• McLEMORE AT NEPTUNE
• CHELSEA AT THOMAS
Mrs. Smith told Board mem- so when they have to leave
• COOPER AT CENTRAL
• MACON AT WELLS STA.
bers, that they were missing home early.
• SUMMER AT NATIONAL
• GETWELL AT BARRON
"an opportunity to display the
26. Some children have spegood faith that we have heard cial chores at home. Getting
• QUINCE AT SEA ISLE
• NATIONAL AT JACKSON
so much about." And asked home at 5:30 P.M. would not
• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.
them not to hide "behind the permit them to do their chores
courts."
or to study properly.
As a final speaker, Rev.
Lawson
told
the Board that if
SMOKED, SUGAR CURED
FARM FRESH
it had started a program to
educate the citizens in the acCAN YOU USE
ceptance of integration, the
Negroes. would not have reaMORE
son to doubt that the split
shift is not another method
to prolong segregation.
"All we have to do is to have
("MOUND 111.005
a will to resolve these probSTERICK BUILDING
lems. We are here to help you
v NINE fO:NIS 15511 YOU
with them.
Gel PREMIINI/41
Rev. Lawson told the' Board
that the demonstrators had
come in good faith, and that
if it failed to get results, it
ELBERTA-FREESTONE
GOLDEN RIPE
would be followed by other
efforts.
Last Thursday's demonstration was well - organized, and
leaders wore yellow armbands.
The 26 reasons that the NAACP found objectionable to
the split shifts are:
I. Perpetuates segregation.
2. Minimizes desegration.
3. Provides inferior education for Negroes.
4. Not in use in whit*
schools.
5. Increases the amount of
ARMOUR'S COLUMBIA
money spent for transportation
to and from school.
6. Creates dangers for ,students returning from school
CALL US BEFORE YOU •
after dark.
ARE EMBARRASSED
Encourages
7.
school drop outs.
8. Leaves excesisve amount of
unsupervised time in the home
at both ends of the school day. CALL
, 9. Abets juvenile delinclben
cy,
10. Disrupts family schedules
(possibility of three different
ESTIMATES
PILLSBURY
shifts in one family.
1
11. Reduces potential for students to participate in school
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DISCOU

FOOD STORES

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-10:00 P.M. MON.-SAT.

Reserve Right

EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES
ON ALL YOUR FOOD NEEDS

PICNICS

SAVE ON
BIG"D"
BoNt-s
1

FRYERS

290

6-8 Lb.
Avg.

SAVE ON
BIG"D"
,BONUS BUY

PEACHES

S VI: I/N
BIG "Ir
BONI S Bti

Home
Grown

Lb.

10C

410

Grade "A"
Doz.

22.c

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

41100*

PEST

BANANAS

iIG
Likli iFRIGGS

S kVE ON
BIG "D"
BONUS 111:1

Whole
Lb.

,

SAVE ON
;ISIG "D"
130NUs Buy

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS

Lb 10c

Licensed and
Bonded

SLICED BACON

SAVE ON
BIG -I)"
BOUS
N BUY

1 -LID.
Pkg.

390

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE

FLOUR

Plain or 1 5B-Lb.4
ag
BONI S lit 1 Self-rising

SA% E ON

60-

BIG Al"

TOMATH6a CATSUP
‘.1 L ON
BIG "I)"•
BONUS MA.

14

oZ Btl

190

STARranUNA

SAVE ON
BIG -Ir.
LIONI "BUY

61/2 oz.
Can

23!

GROCJAiiiESHBEEF
S 1N ON
ItIG
ItoN 1 S BUY

39c

Ph. FA 7-6033

[7:DAISY

AND IMAGES
WORDS
VIOLENT
ON
NEVER SEEN
BEFORE......
SCREEN
'THE
PICTURE SO
14101.101•1
A
FOR
BOLD IT IS
ADULTS ONLY!
(;all theatre

MISS GEORGIA

BO't S 111

28 oz.
Can

19c

COME SEE -

tor 515r1ifl1

(i5155

1.0.4•14.,01.0

FINEST VEGETABLE SHORTENING

PEACHES
SAVE 0N
BIG "11"

- -Starts SATURDAY!
Aug. 3-ONE BIG WEEK!

•SAVE ON
• BIG "ft'.
BONI S

CRISCO
3cLabn 65c

YOU'LL SAVE!

FiltDERICK OtitAt. ZNTATEMA LUND

NO INCREASE IN ADMISSION

194
195
195
195
•19.5
194

195

KI

:("t4
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DOWN FRONT

IBTW's Club '46
Presents $200
In Scholarships

Members of the Club '46,
students who graduated from
Booker T. Washington High
in 1946, have awarded three
The Volunteer Citizens As- scholarships amounting
to $200
sociation, is political organiza- to recent high school graduates.
tion that supported Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon Jr. in his
The winners, who will be
bid for a seat on the City Com- entering college this fall, are
mission in 1959, was reorganiz- Miss Beverly Bankston, $100;
ed Thursday night at a meet- Miss Patricia Wortham, $50;
ing held in the Atlanta Life and Lewis Harvey, $50.
Insurance Company building,
Members of the club met
526 Beale.
recently at the home of James
The association was re- White of 2080 Rile, and the
organized for the purpose of meeting was called to order
"uniting Negro citizens be- by Mrs. Cora Gleese, the preshind the current vote registra- ident. Mrs. Flenoid Aldridge
tion drive to increase Negro offered prayer. In the
absence
registration to 100,000". and of the secretary, Mrs.
▪
Eva
"to coordinate and unite Ne- Tillman, the minutes were
takgroes under one banner for en by Mrs. Norma Munn,
corthe corning November elec- responding secretary.
tion."
During the social part of the
A cross-section of about 100 meeting, the group was enterDemocrat and
Republican tained by members of the
ward and precinct leaders at- "Jacqueline Kennedy" club.
tended the meeting.
Participants, who modeled
Elected co-chairmen of the "The
World's Inventions,"
association were George W. and were dressed in white, in. Lee, Republican leader, and A. cluded Misses Jacqueline Lee,
M ace o Wel ker, prominent Carol Aldridge and Jennie
figure in Democratic circles. Cox.
Other officers are A. W. Willis, secretary, atui Jesse H.
Turner, treasurer.
A steering committee cornposed of 25 persons also
elected.
was
Next meeting 01 the association will be the night of
Aug. 12 at the Atlanta Life.
"We are at the point of no
Tennessees 249 licensed
return in our fight for complete freedom," said Mr. Lee. nursing homes and homes for
Mr. Walker served as tem- the aged will join in observporary chairman and presided ing Nursing Home Day Sunday, Aug. 4.
during the meeting.
James H. Wilson, Maryville,
Members of the steering
committee are Russell B. Tennessee Nursing Home AsSugarmon Jr., Atty. B. L. sociation president, has issued
Hooks, Rev. Roy Love, Frank a special invitation for TenScott, W. C. Bill Weathers, nesseans to visit nursing home
H. A. Gilliam, B. G. Olive, across the state.
Most nursing homes and
Charley F. Williams, Melvin
Robinson, George Holloway, homes for the aged will welH. T. Lockard, Lester Robin- come visitors from 2 - 5 P.M.,
NO MONEY DOWN, UP 10 24 MONTHS TO PAY
son, Rev. H. C. Nabrit, Henry Sunday.
Pitcher, Mrs. Sue Ish, Mrs.
Governor Frank Clement
Lola Lee, Mrs. Maxine Smith, has issued a special proclamaBUICKS
CHEVROLET
Rev. A. E. Campbell, Mrs. tion for the third annual obADMIRING THE BADGE
1948 thru 1954 . $99.50 1950 thru 1957 . .$99.50
Elizabeth Russell, Mrs. Susie servance of the day.
Admiring Cie nem", badge of a policeman who Just graduatStir is a daughter of the late Mr. Handy. Below is the class
Bryant,
Fred Davis, Rev. S.
Wilson said the objectives
ed is Mrs. Mattie Handy Robinson of New York City.
CHRYSLER-DESOTO-DODGE-PLYMOUTH
of 20 officers. In the foreground is Commissioner Claude
A. Owen, S. L. Jones, Dr. H. .of nursing home day are;
to
who attended the graduation exercises last Thursday
A. +amour, who, along with Chief Manning at the left, Q. Venson and Dr. T.
1953
thru
1956
focus
attention on the growW. North$99.50
AL
evening. Mrs. Robinson was here on a pilgrimage to the
pinned the new badges on the policemen.— (staff Photo) cross.
ing nursing care field; to acFORD
W. C. Handy statue in Handy's Park on Beale Street.
HUDSON
Members of the nominating quaint people with the wide
1951 thru 1956 . . $99.50 1950 thru 1956 Hyd $99.50
committee appointed by Walk- variety of services provided
you do not agree. However, we derstanding, loyal and firm."
er were Atty. Hooks, Turner, for the ill and aging: and to
are not going to expect anyLINCOLN
MERCURY
Speaking briefly was Karl Rev. Williams, Atty. Sugar- remind us that the more than
more
of
you
than of any other
5,700 senior citizens in nurs1950 thru 1954 Hyd$99.50 1951 thru 1956 .. . 599.50
W. Dissly, special agent in mon and Mrs. Russell.
officer,"
Bylaws were adopted after ing homes and homes for the
charge
of
the
local
FBI
office.
He urged the families of the
NASH
aged would welcome a visit
Atty. Willis explained
NASH RAMBLER
new officers to help them to Rev. Blair T. Hunt give the the screening committe that from fellow Tennesqeens.
e will
1953 thru 1951. $99.50 1953 thru 1957 ...$99.50
"adjust to their new responsi- invocation and benediction.
merely recommend candidates
"By opening our facilities
bilities and schedules."
Receiving badges were:
to the entire membership for to the public with a special
OLDSMOBILE
PONTIAC
Armour pointed out law enHouston Bailey, Jr. Adolph, its approval.
invitation on Sunday, August
1949 thru 1954 . . $99.50 1950 thru 1955 . 599.50
forcement is fast become a Bolton, Floyd Bonner, Rhea
In opening the meeting, 4, we hope to expand underprofession and we are trying Boyce, Arlander Boyd, Lubra Walker said 'We
STUDEBAKER
know our standing of the nursing home
The largest class of trainees Thursday night at the Claude to meet the challenge." He Chamber, Joe B. Crockett, Wil- destiny hangs in the ballot." and the many services it pro1953 thru 1955
599.50
revealed that the next class liam T. Edmonds, William E. Referring to city and
county vides to our present day comin the history of Negro police- A. Armour training center.
of police trainees will be re- Golden, Earley N. Hunderson, office holders, he
declared: munity."
A large group of law en- quired to undergo a
.) men in Memphis were preLast year, more than 10,000
12-week Sr., Cheffie L. Hurt, James "If we are sincere and united
sented their badges during forcement officials, officers, training period instead of eight Edward Ivy, Alvin M. King, we can scare the pants
off of persons visited nursing homes
family and friends watched like this class.
and
homes for the aged in
Theodor
e Miller, Carl Mister, them and make them come,
graduation exercises last
as Commissioner Claude A. Sheriff M. A. Hinds offered James H.
Moss, Malcolm H. Lee said "We got action by Tennessee on Nursing Home
Armour and Chief Manning cooperation of his departme
nt Neal, Audric N. Taylor, Ro- political mass action in 1959 Day.
WANT MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ..KEEP YOUR iYE:Oig
pinned badge.s on 20 policemen to the new officers. He praised bert G. Williams
and we can do it again." He
on.
GRANTS after
presenting Memphis Po- Armour and the Memphis poc "Ourcause
Among persons attending warned howeverea
lice Department Training Aca- lice department as one of the
li t itwe cast votes like
the ceremony was Mettle
demy certificates to them and finest in the country.
we
did
in
the
last election."
Handy Robinson, sister of the
three U. S. Navy men from
The featured speech was late W.
C. Handy, of New York Lee estimated that about 25,Millington.
given by Rev. A. E. Campbell,
City; Henry White, Rev. Alex- 000 out of a total of more
Commissioner Armour, while pastor of the Columbus Bap- ander Gladney,
Dr. and Mrs. than 70,000 registered voters
tist
charging the new officer, said
church. He told the esti- R. Q. Venson,
Frank Kilpa- went to the polls.
"these young men take upon mated 500 attending the cere- trick, William
"Bill" Nabors, "If we don't make up and
themselves serious responsibili- mony that a policeman's job Whittier A.
Sengstacke, Sr. fight for our rights, these
A "Do-It-Yourself" sale of
ties." He then told the officers is much like that of a min- and Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. young Negroes are going to odds and ends donated
to the
"You are going to be called ister — "both are working Newman, Mrs.
Sarah Van Bu- take over and do the fight- Goodwill Industries will
be
upon to do things you don't against wrong doings. He urg- ren, Cecil
Goodlow, L. C. ing for us," he said.
sold on the parking lot of the
want to do. You are going to ed the class to be "courageous, Boyce, Jesse
D. Springer, Mr.
store
at 2850 Lamar, and perasked to do things with which yet patient, dignified, yet un- and Mrs.
H. Wheeler.
sons interested in a "good
CLASSIC OXFORD SHIRT
Local Lensman Scores
bargain" should be on hand
when it opens its doors at 9
DALLAS, Tex. — David
a.m.
Robinson, Kranzten Studio,
Articles will go to the first
22 W. Hubbard St., Chicago,
REGULARLY 1.99
persons making reasonable ofhas received a top honor fers,
and antique salesmen are
Washable Cotton, solid colors in buttonamong professional photog- expected
to have a field day.
down style, stripes and so/ids in Bermuda
raphers by having prints ac- The
items will include lawn
style. Exceptional quality. Misses' 30-38.
cepted for exhibit at the 72nd mowers,
waffle irons, fans,
International Exposition of lamps, toys,
perculators furProfessional Photography, and niture bicycles,
tricycles, irons
SKIRTS FOR PETITES
the 11th National Industrial and clocks,
none of them in ,
Photographic Conference here. working condition
.
OPPOSITION TO the re- left in America who truly 1),
activation' of the Volunteer lieve in democracy. A lot of
Committee is being voiced by our southern white brothers
some of the local politicos. don't because they certainly
Reason given was that the don't practice it."
Committee was (1) rocked in
ON THE LIGHTER SIDE —
the craddle of turmoil by the Robert Wilson, a waiter at the
same hands which is attempt- Big-M, said he is toying with
ing to shape it destiny this the idea of becoming a singer.
lp
time. (2) It was not blessed Bravo! we like singing waitwith complete unity within, ers. Wilson said if
he makes
therefore how can it _effect his debut it will be
with
unity from without? (3) The "Angel Eyes" and "One .and
image of the Committee is too Only Love" as the encore.
inadequate to meet the task
MRS. MATTIE
HANDY
of bringing about the sweepROBINSON, sister of the late
ing unity that is needed and
W.
Handy,
C.
came
to Memdesired for the November
phis last week to take a look
election.
at her brother's Bronze SlatHIS STAR IS REALLY RIS- tute which .stand guard over
ING here in Memphis was the Handy Park on Beale Street,
comment about Rev. James the street he wrote about,
Lawson, Jr., after he address- worked on and loved.
ed the Board of Education
THE POSSE-KiLLING of a
last Thursday in opposition to
17-year-old lad in Marion,
the staggered-hours at several Ark., recently,
is not being
Negro high schools.
takened lightly there or on this
LOCAL NEGROES SENT
side of the Memphis-ArkanUP A HOWL after they claim- sas bridge.
ed that a certain newspaper
Inferred that civil rights fighters are "Communist-Backed.
Me issue got a goon airing on
Mrs. Else Owens of 369 Edith
street corners. One particular St., is home recupera
ting from I
street-corner orator said. "we surgery, undergone
at Crump
believe we are the only,. ones hospital.
000,

Mrs. Owens Al Horne

Nursing Home Day
To Be Observed
un ay,Mug.

•

20 New Police Officers
eceive Badge And 'Charge
From Commissioner Armour

•

KIM AUTO SERVICE
1099 MONROE AVE
CALL 274-5970

'Odds And End'
Sale Will Be
Held Saturday

OU •

V E'

11111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Sale 1.66

EK!

1963 MERCURY SPECIAL

Sale 3.44
REGULARLY 3.99

Wrap-around in cotton corduroy;front-wrap
coachman in 65% Dacron® polyester-35%
cotton; wool flannel sheath, seat-lined to
retain slim lines. In Petite sizes 8 to 16.

CAREER OPPORTUNITY
WE TRAIN YOU
NO PREVIOUS
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED

.2

You Can Afford A Mercury!
lek11

And

GINGER LANE' BOUFFANT OR
STRAIGHT-LINE SLIPS FOR GIRLS
bouffant.
ton
Straight-line:
Waniaatt
a® SaPim°
catDacron® polyester-cotton;
nylon; pima cotton. 7-14.

36 Mos.
As

Sale I•66-REGULARLY 1.99

CASH OR TRADE
DOWN
1%1 ith Approved (redit)

GIRLS' AND BOYS' COTTON SOCKS
Joyce Lane,® Ginger Lane® Durene®
mercerized cotton; 6-11. Pennleighe

Prep cotton crews; saes 7 to 101
/
4.

Sale
3 pair. 77c
REGULARLY

SION

'58'5
MERCURY COMET
t Dr. Sedan
Includes title and finance
charges at bank rates.

No MONTHLY PAYMENTS 'TIL AUGUST

GAYOSO AT MAIN ST.

SCHILLING

PARKWAY MOTORS

1 2144 LAMAR AT PKWY.

WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH YOUR PRESENT JOB

FINANCIAL LOAN ARRANGED
FOR THOSE WHO OUALIFY

YOUR "SUBURBAN MERCURY DEALER"
ONLY AT

.3 pair jeis.$1

'CHARGE Ir...NO MONEY DOWN...30 DAYS OR MONTH
S TO PAY

•
LUND

Low As

IBM KEY PUNCH
IBM TABULATION
IBM WIRING SPECIALITY
OFFICE AUTOMATION
TRAINING

FA 4-3711 1
Ma IN MI

4,

Write or Call ADVANCE BUS, COLLEGE.
4230 Highway 51 South, First National Bank Big.
391.1588
WRITE TODAY
Give Name. Address, Education And Telephone Number
WRITE: Box 311 TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSPAPER
Memphis, Tenn.

1500 Delegates Are Expected Here
For Church Of God's State Meet

arThan said He unto him, day we ale on the brink of
certain man made a having doors opened to a new
'great supper, and bade era to countless people. Too
t
aw
ny; and sent his servant long the world has been catersupper time to say to ing to certain people on cer,
m that were bidden, tain levels, but unfortunate,for all things are now ly these people have forfeited
1'" .. . Luke 14:15-17 their claims to the many
things intrusted to them. They
'
Lt4G TIMES
e live in trying times. have been given the best of
seems to be breaking at all things only to lose sight
seams and all things seem of the responsibilities going
on a rampage. Men are along with these blessings.
•
Now the man, or king, as he
ing from pillar to post in
efforts to find solutions is referred to in Matthew
opens the door to everyone.
heir problems.
•
' his feeble attempts man The blessed today must assong to solv,e the moun- sume greater concern for those
.
.ous problems that con- who are unfortunate and hanstantly stand in front of him. dicapped. Each unfortunate
We have gone off to school, and distressed is a part of each
we have climbed the social of us. We should do all that
ladder, and have done all that we can to eventually see that
we can to promote economic everyone is happy and consecurity, but in spite of all of tented.
Whether we like it or not we
this, our problems continue to
mount. Instead of erasing con- all move around in a varied
fusion we find confusion society. We are called upon to
nting. All of this forces us act in light of politics, soci, elieve that were on the ology, economics, history, or
k of something — some- religion. Our ability to move
t g big and something im- around in these various areas
Rev. James M. Lawson, pastor of Centenary Methodist
without offending someone
patent.
I
.
else is the basis of our having
church, was among those persons who spoke to the
eers ago a certain man
Memphis City School Board during a demonstration at
stfinmaned his servant out to come to the place where we
have mastered the real facts
the School Board building last Thursday. The demonstra1
the neighborhood that
and forces of life.
tion was staged in protest to split shifts at Negro high
things are now ready.
In the face of the compexity
ST READY
our lives there must also be
t as this man thwarted, a complexity of thought
.
patause the invited guests tern and behavior that will
not come, sent his servant maeuver us to a place of real
to invite the entire neigh- benefit to his day and time.
ood so God is extending The rising tide of demands
ach of us an invitation to upon us as individuals make
e today. In a like manner us to know that all things
things are ready. The must be ready now. No longer
. e of existence today be- can we wile away time,
Homemaksrs in the Nash'
talaks the fact that all things ents, and opportunities. Today
ville area will have the opready.
we must be up and doing. We Dr. John Buehler, professor portunity to learn the latest
^ ot
e honly
y o he
refeu
h ret
l must realize that in light of of chemistry at LeMoyne Col- know-how in meat cookery by
to
nutritional current world conditions we lege, spoke on "Moral Man and attending a demonstration at
Mess but we can also are partly responsible. We Moral Society" when he was Tennessee A&I State Univerin terms of fellowship must act now or forever hold addressing the Methodist Men's sity in Lawson Hall on Aug.
fellowship supper-meeting at
iness also. When the in- our peace.
Centenary Methodist church, 7.
guests came they were
Conducted by Mrs. Hattie
yesterday (Tuesday).
alone ready to eat but
Hosts to the meeting were W:Swain of the National Live
were equally ready to
J. B. Toney, Alexander De- Stock and Meat Board, Chicafellowship. Today the stage is
loach, Jerry Longstreet and go, the meat cookery demon.
set for fellowship. The day is
stration is designed to teach
R. S. Lewis, Jr.
ready for a relationship Tin
meal planners the most up-tothe part of men that has never
Named to the Methodist
date techniques in the care,
been known before.
Men's standing Committees
storage, preparation and serv•
for 1963-64 were:
All is now ready in that toing of meat, the main menu
day we need men of stature
9
DEVOTION and SONG ingredient.
as never before. Far too long
Dr. James P. Brawley, Pres LEADERS — Grover C. Burmen of indecision have been ident of Clark college, leaves son, Noah Bond, John Ester.
at the helm — today we need Atlanta Sunday evening
fort SICK — Charlie Hickman,
men of decision, men of inte- Gulfside, Miss., where he will William Clanton, George Cain,
grity.
deliver a series of addresses John Isom.
To keep things in balance on The Methodist Church and
MEMBERSHIP and
ATtoday we need men who have Race, at Gulfside Assembly TENDANCE — John Ester,
found out what constitutes life Waveland, Miss., July 29 to George Cain, J. A. Bradfield.
themselves and are in a posi- August 2. He is the special Henry Ray, Jerry Longstreet
tion to help someone else come platform speaser for the Lead• and N. Z. Cain.
to the,same point in life.
ership Training School of the PROGRAM — William
One interpreter of the Bible Nashville - Birmingham and Crutchfield, Rev. J. M. Lawhas noted that Jesus used a the New Orleans Areas of the son, Jr., and Samuel R. Brown
word carried with it the con- Methodist Church, sponsored
PROMOTIONS — T. H.
notation that Jesus was hold- by the Dena:tmet of Leader- Chatha m, W. H. Bassett.
ing reference to the men who ship Training of the Metho- Charlie Oglesby, Campbell
has chosen a path and knows dist General Board of
Edu- Cook and John S. Wesley.
where he is going — when cation.
BOY SCOUTS — Harry RatHe says "Blessed are the meek
Dr. Brawley in the series of cliffe and N. Z. Cain.
for they shall inherit the four addresses
PUBLICITY
— S. R. Brown,
will discuss
earth!"
Automobile, Furniture
the controversial Central Jur- Lennon Harris and Mottree
In that sense of thinking all isdiction along
Phillips.
Signature
with other relemen need to be meek — today vant
FELLOWSHIP HOSTS
There Is a reason why people
racial issues and tensions
bespeaks again that everylike
business
to
do
with us. You,
John
Ester.
of current and historical sig•
too, will like our courteous treatthing is ready.
nificance in the Church.
you.
sod
to
help
desire
ment
This certain man opened up
With the 1964 General Con"Open
Thursday and Friday
For Sale
the doors for a new era. ToNights Until 700 P.M.
ference, to wnich Dr. Brawley
Church or Organization
Saturdays 900 to 1.00
is a delegate, less than a year
Seating Equipment
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
away, interests and concerns
Bargain! - Bargain!
Horse Operated
Home Owned
are building up already in anWood Veneer, With Up
DIXIE
ticipation of action to be taken
Right Dividers, Can be
FINANCE COMPANY
I by the Conference on the sacs
Fasten to Floor, or Placed
"Iv, like to say y•s to your
! issue which always precipiOn Runners
loan requ•lt"
tates hot debate
ExClrninild and Supervised by
This Seating is Sold
This conference is sponsorthe State Department of
For Less Than MOO
ed by the Department of
Insurance and Banking.
Per Seat
Leadership Training of the
2 LOCATIONS
Salvation Army,
Methodist Church and the
lel S. Main, JA 1-8581
333 Adams - JA 7-3576
two areas presided over by
Bishop Chai les F. Golden
and Bishop Noah W. Moore.

a

of

1
t
l

:II

An estimated 500 delegates town and Johnson Cit.
are expected to come to Mem- Superintendents will prephis to attend the state con- side over their districts.
Bishop Patterson has been
vocation of the Church of God
presiding bishop of this dioin Christ. Tennessee's second cese for the last nine years.
jurisdiction, August 6-12, at During his leadership, many
Pentecostal Temple Church, churches have been added to
229 South Wellingston st. J. 0. this state. This year, he succeeded the late Bishop IL E.
Patterson is bishop of the jurMiller as executive secretary
isdiction and host pastor.
of the Churches of God in
Delegates will come from all Christ, national and internasections of Tennessee includ- tional.
Sheling Jackson, Bolivar, Martin, Elder Audley King
Henderson, Parish, Tullahoma, byville, Tenn., is aissistant
overseer, Elder Donald DerShelbyville, Clarksville, Chat- rickson,
Nashville, is. secretanooga, Knoxville, Morris- tary of Board of Ekert, Elder
Tom Maisie, Bolivar, Is state
treasurer, Mrs. Fannie Page
of Memphis, state supervisor
of women's department, Mrs.
Mary McDowell of Savannah,
Tenn., is assistant state supervisor, Elder W. L. Porte r,
Euless T. Hunt, lay worker
Memphis, is state chairman of
at the Mississippi Blvd. Chris- finance and host
superintentan church, was guest speaker dent.
during an Annual Laymen's
Day program last Sunday afternoon at the Trinity CME
church.
The theme of the observance was "Church MemberAS Colors end Cele.
Cernbinetieet
ship and Its Meaning." Lenal
dyes Pee Usher. sad
Anderson was the master of
Organizations
ceremonies. Garmer Currie is
MIEN FURNITURE SEPT.
lay president, and Rev. P. GonPelpitt,Pres, Cerme.Tolles
ya Hentrel, pastor of the
Lewes, Prites Available
church.
WRITE ROI FREE (ATM.%
Following the program a
fellowship social was held in SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
St..14.1. 77 Aiabarma It., tor.
the lower level of the sanctu- 701N
Washisiten 2,0.C. Atlanta 3, issrDis
ary.

CHOIR &PULPIT
GOWNS

TO BOARD
schools. Negro citizens want white high schools integrated
so that all children may study at same time and arrive
home before dark.—I See story on page 1
(Withers

Methodist Men Meat Cookery
Demonstrations
At Tenn. A &I

i

e

l

Methodist Hold
leeting In
qqlfsule Miss.

NEED
CASH

Be sure and get your Big Star coupons worth 10C each off any
adult ride at the fairgrounds. 5c off any Kiddie/and Ride.
Get your coupon every time you shop at Big Star!

SAVE 40(P per carton on
HYDE PARK CIGARETTES
Plain, Menthol or Filter Tip
Carton of 10 Pkgs. $2.47

—Quick Loans—

-

INFORMATION
ABOUT THE
- ROMAN
CATHOLIC
CHURCH

ADVANTAGES OF Gets
BEING A
CATHOLIC.. 35c Anti- Bias
Guard Job
TEN GOOD
REASONS WHY
,YOU SHOULD BE
CATHOLIC...25
WRITE: SC.M.O.A.
PUBLICATIONS
268 W. PIKE ST.
..PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

WASHINGTON, D.C.—
(UPO—Alfred B. Fitt, deputhe
of
ty undersecretary
, Army, was named assistant
I secretary of defense for civil
frights to supervise the Pen, tagon's new anti-discrimination
The new post was created
by Defense Secretary Robert
S. McNamara who also announced n c w reguiations
I which would permit military
commandess - to declare offlimits communities whicii
practics "relentless discrimination" against service men,
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THE FABULOUS PROGRESSIVE SOCIAL CLUB
The Fabulous Progressive Social Club has made plans to
sponsor—for the second time—"Summer Festival," featuring Bowlegs Miller and His orchestra, plus Rufus Thomas.
The show is being repeated because of "popular demand."
The affair will be held at the New Flamingo Room, 14714
Hernando St. Friday. Aug. 2, starting at 9 p.m. Rufus

(Continued From Page I

Thomas is the man with that big hit, recording "The
Dog." Curtis Jackson. founder of the club, said "we had
a big crowd before. 1 am expecting a packed-house this
time." Dave Choslon is president. Andrew Daniel is vice
president. Above are dub members with Rufus Thomas.
Admission in advance is $1.20. At the door $1.35.

Talladega Picks Race Relations
Institute's Long As New Prexy

SICKLE CELL ANEMIA DONATION
Dr. I.. W. Diggs, University of Tennessee professor in
charge of Sickle Cell Anemia Research, is seen receiving
a cheek for $2,100 from public donations from Thomas
H. Hayes, treasurer of the fund committee. The presentation NiiiS made at the reception which complimented the
wvkers in the recent drive. Seen left to right are James

Childs, J. T. Chandler, Sr., Mr. Hayes, Dr. Diggs, Mrs.
Philip Booth, general chairman of the Sickle Cell Anemia
Fund, Dr. Charles Dinkins, executive chairman, Dr. Louis
Barreras. and Mrs. Joan Strickland, a student technician
in the Sickle ('ell Research Center.

school teacher in her native
hometown. Later she obtained
a teaching job in Memphis. She
saved enough money to buy a
NEW YORK N. Y. — Dr. Michigan awarded him his Christian Churches in metrothird-interest in a 34egro weekly newspaper — "Free Speech Herman H. Long, 51, Nashville, Ph.D. in Psychology in 1949. politan areas; "Segregation in
Tenn.,
has been named presBefore assuming his present Interstate Railway Coach TravAnd Headlight." The other
owners were two men — one ident of Talladega college, Tal- duties in 1943, he taught Psy- el:" and, most recently, "Race
named Rev. Nightendale and ladega, Ala. He is a Talladega chology at -Miles College in Relations in the United States,
alumnus.
Birmingham.
another named Fleming.
Part V of "Coloured ImmiIn 'addition to "People vs. grants in Britain" published
An authority in the field of
Miss Wells and Fleming
Property."
Dr.
Long
is
the
bought out Rev. Nightendale's'racial and cultural relations,
by Oxford University Press,
American City
interest, and Miss Wells be- Dr. Long is director of the author of "An
London. He has written many
study of rain
Transition,"
a
Race
Relations
Department
of
came the editor. She wrote
articles for magazines.
cial practices and policies in
stinging editorials about condi- the Board for Homeland MinDr. Long is married to the
public accomodations in Balistries,
United
Church
of
Christ,
tions of Negroes in the South.
timore; "Fellowship for former Henrietta Shivery of
Her blasting editorials against with offices at Fisk University,
racial Atlanta. They have one daughWhom?" concerning
the Memphis Board of Educa- Nashville.
practices in Congregational ter, Ellen, 17, a student.
tion eventually led to her dis-, He is the author of a nummissal — then she devoted full- ber of important books on racial problems among them
time to the newspaper.
It was early March 1892 Ida "People vs. Property," a study
B. Wells started on her anti- which served as the basis of
lynching fame which subse- the 1949 U.S. Supreme Court
TOR from New Orleans, and
By ROSITA MILLER
quently carried her to England. decision outlawing enforce"MUSIC MAKES MAN- Mr. William Miller who reThat same month three young ment of racially restrictive covreturned from Viet
cently
IFEST whole realms of exNegro men were lynched here
Nam . . Mrs. Floyd Brim)
beyond
the
that
are
istence
in Memphis on the alledged'
grasp of lanuage" . . . began was honored at a surprise
report of "plotting a race riot."
the opening speech of the birthday party July 25th. at , Seen At the reception at the University of Tennessee
She wrote stinging editorials,
howler. Registered Nurses Association and secretary of the
LuBETHOL FOUNDATION SEM- the lovely home of Mrs.
against it. On May 27, 1892,1
Sickle Cell Anemia Fund; and Mrs. Patsy Nelson of the
Mr. ' Student Center, scene of the presentation of the $2,100
INAR OF ADVANCED STU- cille Hall, 1570 Merlin . . .
one of her editorials was parraised in a citywide public drive, were many of the workPractical Nurses Association. Another organization which
DY, held Thursday July 25, in and Mrs. Marshall Helm (the
ticularly effective. It was reardently supported the drive was the Kellog Employee's
the Flag Room at the PEA- former Hattie Bush, a popular 1 ers who made the project a success. Left to right are Mrs.
printed in a local white daily
Club, which contributed $300 to the drive.
BODY HOTEL . . . The Elo- beautician of this city) were I Duels Jones, Council of Limited Children: Mrs. Marie
Min May 27 — accompanied by,
quent speakers for the dy- honored at a reception at the! Adant,. ('Ity Beautiful: Dr. I.. W. Diggs, Mrs. Maurice
Wan editorial calling for vengetheir home of Mrs. Jo Fisher, 623
namic meeting and
ance. As a result, a mob detopics were: DR. EUGENE H. Mississippi Blvd. . . Guest
stroyed the plant of the Free
FOX. "Ideal Communication" were — The McDowell sisSpeech and Headlight — au. Rev. Netters and
— DR. HENRY EDWARD ters .
thorities suppressed her newsRUSSELL, "The Dignity of Family, Twins Myrtle Crawpaper. At the time she was in
Man" — DR. WALTER W. ford and Mildred Hodges —
an Eastern state.
WADE, "The Role of Music Mrs. Marilus Scott and mother,
BLACK SCROUNDEL
in Bereavement" -- DR. Mrs. Morris, Mrs. Annie Foote
CHARLES J. LATIMAR, "The and Mrs. Rose ccoodman
She was threatened with a
Mental Health Aspect of Em- Enjoying California's magm
"hanging" or a "shooting on
balming" . . Funeral Direc- fieant mountains, lakes and
sight" shoold she return within
A suit to eradicate segregators attending were: Mr. R. E. 1; miles of golden beaches are
20 years. Miss Wells remained
tion in the parks, playgrounds
MARION, Ark. - Tension
Josie Baldridge,
schoolmarms'
Mr.
II.
Hayes.
Woods,
Mr.
T.
East from 1892 on into the
and golf courses of Humboldt,
S. W. Robinson, Mr. N. J. 1Joyce Purnell, Geraldine Dou- • still prevails in the arcs over
spring of 1893, continuing her
Tenn., was filed in the Fedthet and Carol Jamison
Hayes,
Mrs.
Eddie
of
16-year
Ford.
Mr.
death
untimely
the
personal campaign against
eral District Court at Jackson,
Broadie, Mr. George Bumpus, Taking a Jet to sunny Cali- old Arthur Lee Anderson, who
lynching and speaking against
Tenn., last Wednesday, before
fornia this week is Miss Mar- ,•
Montague,
Clay,
Mr.
F.
M.
Mr.
fought
it in principal cities. She
trials for more than 30 perwas fatally wounded by a
enants (agreements).
tha Jean Steinberg . . .
sons arrested in demonstrato obtain a hearing in the. Announcement of the ap- Mr. Sam Qualls, Mr. James
bullet from a member of a
Edward
Lamnley,
Mr.
J.
S.
were postponed.
press.
After
failing,I
tions
American
posse July 17. The Crittenden
pointment 'was mad here by
The cases, which were slated
she was invited to Britainl Dr. Donald Cottrell, Colum-.Mr. W. E. Anderson, Mr. A. (i
County Branch NAACP, is
to have been heard last Thurswhere "she exposed lynchings"' bus, Ohio, dean of the Grad- Fitzhugh, Mr. Barlow, M;
still unsatisfied over the mysday and Friday, were reset for
in the United States in 1893., uate School of Education, Ohio ; Lacy, Mr. Scott Evans, MI
facts which led
fuil
of
the
tery
Mr. Eat
Aug. 8-9, with Atty. H. T.
She returned to Britain in 1894.1 State University, and chair- ,Ternes Jones and
to the youth's death. His fuOrganist and otlya
Lockard of Memphis repreA correspondent to the Man- man of the Talladega College Sharp . . .
neral was held Sunday, July
Mrs.
Myrtle
seen
were:
guest
senting the defendants, many
Amiehester Guardian wrote that,board of trustees.
The Bethedsa Men's Invest- 28.
(*:urrell. Mrs. Chrystal Wilof them teenagers.
Wie had interviewed 'the culti- DR. GRAY RESIGNS
ment club will sponsor a Tea
Mrs.
Lillie
Thomas,
Miss
field
secliams.
Smith,
James E.
The demonstrations were
vated and interesting lady", Dr. Long, who takes office
Barbara Jeans, Mrs. Sam ;and Fashion show at the At- ; retary of the recently organpromoted by the NAACP in
described by a Memphis news- January 1, 1964, succeeds Dr.
J. S. Edwards, lanta Life Insurance Building ized Memphis Chapter of
Qualls.
Mrs.
that area, and Rev. J. T. Freepaper as a "black scroundrel." Arthur D. Gray, president of ,
Miss Mary Fowler, Mrs. Tay- 'Sunday Aug. I 1.
CORE, told the Tri-State Deman of Memphis is the presIt was during Mrs. Wells,Talladega since 1955 who has ( lor Hayes, Mrs. L. E. Lewis,
The organization is newly fender earlier this week that
ident.
second crusade in Britain that resigned to accept the pas-, Mrs. Marjorie Stevens. and ' formed and the young men 1
of
the
Crittenpresident
When the Negroes sought to
the
her most effective work, appar- 1 torate of the Park Manor Unit- Mrs. N. J. Ford . . UP AT : have pledged themselves to
integrate the parks in Hienden NAACP, B. J. Yarbrough,
ently was done concerning; ed Church of Christ in Chi- AN EARLY HOUR July 20th, H
Leroy
aiadrrcilis,aritablep
ojects.
estrate
boldt, police allegedly gave
owner of an auto shop at 1116
lynchings. That same year, the'M20.
real
man and
and away to heed the plea
them 10 minutes to leave, and
asked CORE
Anti-Lynching Committee was Talladega, nonsectarian and sent out by your scribe for a iowner of the A. L. Hr.eris S. 13th St., has
jailed them when they refused.
rested in England. Rev. H. interracial in both faculty and Girl Scout Troop Committee Wearing Apparel at 1764 Bel- to.join the local NAACP chapOne official said, "We ace
in a civil rights
Price Hughes of London ap- student body, was founded in for Lakeview Gardens turned levue, is president of the club.
just not ready to accept inpealed to the Methodist clergy 1867 by the American Mis- out to be most rewarding . . Other members include. Lssac
Smith said that CORE will
tegration here now."
of U. S. to interfere to prevent sionary Association and was Mrs. Mildred Mitchell was :Henderson, George Sanford, cooperate with the local NA- Mrs. Martha H. Strong of a numerical analyst at Pratt
The U. S. Supreme Court
further mob violence against the first college opened to Ne- elected as the general chair- Melvin Thompson, Leroy ACP chapter if "it will be
Aircraft
Cumand
Whitney
earlier this summer ruled in
949 S. Lauderdale announces
Negroe s. Many Americans groes in Alabama. Coeduca- man .
. LULA MCEWEN I Walker, Willis Webb, Rev. W. willing to work for total depany in West Palm Beach, Fla. a case involving gradual de,tarted to speak out against tional, the college has an en- HEDGEMEN, recent bride and J.,. Mays and A. Alston.
segregation oi all tax-financed the engagement of her daughsegregation of Memphis parks,
ter, Miss Crystal L. Strong to
lynchings. Some states passed , rollment of over 400 students. now residing in the Windy
The fashion show is being facilities."
playgrounds and other facilianti-lynching legislation. Some TALLADEGA GRAD
City is visiting her parents, organized and narrated by
ties, ruled that a city could
Representatives from CORE Joseph W. Perry, Jr., son of
religious bodies skirted the is- Dr. Long is a native of Bir- Bishop and Mrs. A. B. Mc. Miss Eunice Carruthers of
not deny them to one segment
met with local NAACP of- Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Perry.
sue, others issued strong pro- mingham, Alabama. He attend- Ewen . . . Jane Johnican has Carsla's Boutique. The mod- ficials during
of the community, and that
a recent meet- Sr., of Belie Glade, Fla.
with
South,
nouncements. The
ed grade school in Chicago, was recuperated from her recent els will feature clothes from
the "with all deliberate speed"
ing at Beautiful Zion Baptist
in
exceptions,
rose
graduated
Talladega
in
The
wedding
is
planned
for
very few
from
and
sports Harris' Wearing Apparel along
hospitalization
granted in the school case did
church.
Aug. 24.
mass opposition to this idea, 1935 and a year later received around town in her 1963 con- with their own clothes. In adnot apply.
denouncing it vehemently. The his master's from the Hartford vertible Galaxie . . . Visiting dition to clothes there will be ' Yarbrough has been presiThe suit will be heard by
The bride-elect was gradugovernor of Tennessee, Peter School of Religion, Hartford, Memphis this week were Mr. hats from Carsla's Boutique. dent of the local NAACP ated from Father Bertrand
Federal Judge Bailey Brown.
Turney called the anti-lynching Connecticut. The University of Joe Dallion, former instruc- Tickets for the affair are $.75. since 1953.
High School where she was
crusade the work of a "3et of
president of the National HonArthur D. Bowles, a teacher
cranks."
or Society and valedictorian , at Hamilton High school, is
NAMED IN HER HONOR
of her graduating class. She is one of 49 high school teachers
The Scimitar of Memphis
a former debutante, Living Ad from 20 states, being taught
urged that "Ida B. Wells be reand g charter member of the the newest techniques and
turned to Memphis, tied to a
Memphis Chapter of the Co- subject matter in bio-physics
stake at Main and Madison
Ette club. She is a recent grad- and bio-chemistry at Howard
Streets and branded on the
uate of the University of Buf- university in Washington. D.
forehead with a hot iron."
falo where she majored in C., under two national science
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Later in 1894 Gov. Turney of
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Tennessee declared that lynchvice-president of Alpha Kanpa 17.
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School Desegregation NOW
Never has a plea been more passionately presented or more dramaticallly emphasized than the July 25th
"rriarch" on the Memphis Board of
Education by the local NAACP seeking redress from the "staggeredhours" imposed upon several Negro
high schools.
, As we understand the "extendedschool-day" employed by the Board
of Education, it is imbued with difficulties for students, teachers and
parents.
We would like to be in a position
to say that the "extended-day" was
instituted because the Board of Education's primary consideration is to
provide the best available educational opportunity to students — but an
overwhelming amount of evidence indicates that the racial identity of the
students, victimized by the "extended-day," was the primary consideration — without regards of the fact
that the students are American citizens whose parents pay taxes.
We could very easily say that the
Board of Education is acting in good
faith — from a frame-work of Democratic principals. However when we
view its record since the 1954 Supreme Court's School decision, one
is lead to believe that the board insists on acting in the "Southern Tradition" which has always surpressed
Negro citizens.
That is what the estimated 160
sign carrying demonstrators were
protesting in the July 25th march.

Memphis men enter Shelby County
the bullet cracked the glass of the
windshield.
We call upon law enforcement
officers to apprehend and punish
this would-be killer. To permit this
gun-slinger to go free of punishment
is an invitation to senseless slaughter
of upright citizens.
We also urge any citizens having
knowledge of the whereabouts of this
criminal to report it immediately to
the Shelby County Sheriff.
This woul d-b e-k iller must be
brought before the bar of justice to
answer for his crime.

If board members' motives are
mistakened — and if they are genuinely 'interested in providing the
best possible learning situation FOR
ALL of our youngsters, let them
speak out now. If racial identity is
not the primary consideration in providing educational opportunities here
in Memphis, let the Board of Education contradict this popular belief by
formulating plans to accelerate desegregation of all public schools now
—not 10 or 15 years hence.
•If the Board of Education had
worked in good faith from the day of
the Supreme Court's School Decision
as hard as it has worked to maintain
the status quo, all public schools
here would have been desegregated
in an orderly manner by this time
Instead — the Board of Education
has used many public funds to obstruct desegregation of school. Some
of the funds come from the tax-paying parents of some of the Negro
students.
Negroes have been asked to be patient during this transition. They
have been patient. However this PATIENCE is not to be interpreted as
SATISFACTION. Nothing less than
full citizenship "WITH ALL DELIBERATE SPEED" will be satisfactory.
Now it is time for the Board of
Education to be PATIENT long
enough to understand that Negro
citizens want school desegregation
now.

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
The State Deserves Better
A burlesque of Democracy is being
staged in the State of Mississippi.
The main actors are Former Gov.
J. P. Coleman, Lt. Gov. Paul B. Johnson and Charles Sullivan. The three
segregationists are seeking to be elected governor in the Aug. 6 primary
election.
What is their main campaign
speech? Racial segregation. What is
their main political promise? Racial
segregation. What is their political
platform? Racial segregation.
Do you wonder at Mississippi being the poorest, most uneducated and
the most backward state in the Union?
The greatest enemy to Democracy,
as written in the American Constitution and expounded by the U. S. Supreme Court. are men like the three
gubernatorial candidates in Mississippi. I do not fear the Communists
without as much as I fear segregationists within the confines of America. It is much easier to combat Communism. as espoused by the Soviet
Union, than it is to prevent the devastation of Democracy by men who
place their hands on a Holy Bible
and swear before God and man to
uphold the American Constitution
and then in the next moment prevent
the free exercise of democracy to
American citizens within their state.
who happen to be Negroes.
Mississippi, like other Southern
States, is not to be feared as much as
the men who worm themselves into
governmental positions.
The safety of our country is not
endangered by the Martin Luther
Kings, The Roy Wilkins, the James
Farmers or the James Foremans, civil
rights fighters and demonstrators —
But the safety of the advocated Democratic way of life is endangered by
such men as the three Mississippi
;gubernatorial candidates, Gov. Ross
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He Must Be Apprehended
Three local lawyers and a minister
narrowly escaped deatb July 20 when
a would-be killer fired a bullet into
the windshield of Atty. Ben Hook's
automobile as he was driving toward
Memphis, enroute from Somerville,
where he, Attys. A. W. Willis, Jr.,
Russell Sugarmon and Rev. James M.
Lawson, Jr. had gone earlier that day
to obtain release of 30 persons jailed
after they had participated in the
town's first sit-in.
So tense was Somerville when the
tour started toward their homes in
Memphis until they requested of Fayette County Sheriff C. E. Pattat escort
out of the county. Just as the four

NO APPLES FOR TEACHERS
Today's Negro public school teacher in
the South has a vested interest in the
system of segregated schools. He and she
are make their living out of it. They were
trained for it. Yep, trained in inferior
colleges mostly to work in what the country generally regards now as . . . inferior
schools . . with inferior preparation . . .
for pupils with inferior backgrounds ... a
vicious circle. This, set up to do an inferior
job . . . and further handicap Negro kids.
... and retard racial progress.
At one time it was most respectable to
be a Negro public school teacher. One had
status. A teacher was regarded as a "Negro leader" and spokesman. Negro principals and teachers were symbols of Negro progress . . . even in the segregated
systems. They symbolized the Negro's potential for improvement. Even the most
bigoted of the South's whites called them,
more or less mockingly, "Po-fesser," or
"Lucindy — the Nigra skule teechy."
But even that was status in the Negro
community . . . yesterday. Today there is
a different climate. The Negro teacher is
now an expandable. The Negro public
school teacher, particularly in the segregated systems in the South and in the
border states, stands at the cross-roads. He
and she are at the point of decision . . .
deciding whether to make a sacrificial
lamb of himself or herself on the altar of
racial protest against struggle for full
citizenship, and endure the opprobrium
of being designated as cowards, sycophants,
and quaking slaves in the presence of job
security . .. or just plain "Uncle and Aunt
Toms."
CHRIST. MARX, PAINE
Some Negro teachers have made their
decision. The majority of them hive decided to remain silent and wait for consequences. They know Negro teachers can't
conveniently "talk back to white folks."
In some states, where spiteful token integration has been instituted, the Negro
teacher has been kicked into the streets
... with no chance of redress. In too many
so-called integrated school systems, the
Negro teacher has not been given the
chance to "measure up" in, competition
with the presumably superior white teach,
er. Mutely the Negro teacher has gone'
to his execution.
Believe it or not, when white America
tells the Negro to "qualify," it is talking
in terms that include more than adequate
preparation and proficiency. When white
America tells the Negro to "qualify," it
is demanding that he be better than the
best. Ask Jackie Robinson. Ask any of
the handful of Negroes who have scratched
themselves into the top bracket in any
field. And they are only a token handful.
Look and see.
PRACTICAL FACTS
The Negro public is being unfair to the
Negro public school teacher. They fail
to grasp the essential role of the teacher.
The teacher, in no race or situation, is the
initiator of social change. The traditional
role of the teacher, from the days of the
ancient Greeks down to the time of Memphis on the Mississippi, has been to teach
slanishly about and maintain the status
quo. The everyday teacher never has been
a revolutionary. The revoluntionary teachers, like Jesus, Karl Marx, Thomas Paine,
or whom-have-you, were men, who had
a dedicated vested interested in a curriculum of their dreams. When their ideas
got through to enough people, then their
systems became the status quo somewhere
And ordinary teachers fall in line to mantam n that status quo. Most teachers are
ordinary — like most lawyers, dentists
and other species.
Most school teachers are just ordinary
human beings. They are no different from
other people, by and large. The so-called
Negro leaders who are so vociferous in
their condemnation of the Negro public
school teachers' apparent apathy in the
face of the racial struggle, should take
another look at the practical facts of the
situation.
Most of the loudest Negro spokesmen
today are Negroes who are not working
for state, local or federal governments.
Most of them are more or less in position
to have access to means of livelihood,
which are not too directly under white
control. Negroes with nothing to lose can
"talk back" a lot. Many of the Negro's
loudest spokesmen are people who are
professional "race savers" . . . people who
are making their living .. . and eating .
at the expense of the people they are purportedly "saving."

Barnett and Gov. George C. Wallace
and Gov, Orval Faubus — all who
openly and flagrantly defied our Federal government — in violation of
law. They are more to be feared for
this reason.
The loyalty of tie Negro to America is not to be 'questioned. Under
her vast wings of prosperity and
progress he has suffered the pains
of cold, hunger, and thirst. Yet he
has maintained — and in times of
war — has displayed, an undying
love for her vast cities and farms,
mountains and plains, rivers and
lakes.
No longer are the deeds of effrontery of such public office-holders endurable without questioning their
loyalty to the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution and the
American flag.
We as Negroes must fight such
men, who direct government, in order
to preserve demo;racy for those who
serve it.
The oppressors of Democracy For
All — as well as some of the metropolitan newspapers in the South do
not hesitate to brand Negro Civil
Advocators "CommunistRights
Backed" whenever Negroes seek full
citizenship by emphasizing the fact
with overt protests.
Negroes in America are rapidly
concluding that they must obtain the
unobstructed freedom to exercise full
citizenship rights in this their native
country — or die in the attempt to
obtain them.
Men who call themselves segregationists are unfit for the sacred trust
inherent with public office — because
it is an open admission that they
will not represent all of the people.
Therefore Coleman, Johnson and Sullivan are unfit to hold the governorship of Mississippi — the good people of the state deserves better.
4
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JACKIE ROBINSON

White Clergy Playing Big
Role In Civil Rights Struggle
ONE OF THE finest experiences I've
ever had was a recent trip to Denver,
where I was invited to speak to the Fourth
General Synod of the United Church of
Christ.
I have been increasingly aware of the
magnificent role the organized white clergy of America has begun to play in the
civil rights struggle.
I surely don't mean that white ministers, rabbis and priests — as individuals
have not been doing their share. There
have been any number of heroic stories,
written and unwritten, of the courage of
religious personalities who have spoken
up or acted up and felt the wrath of Southern displeasure.
One thinks of a white minister who led
a Negro girl to school in Little Rock, the
group of rabbis who went to Albany,
Ga. to be jailed, the young Catholic priests
who have marched in freedom demonstrations.

Noted Timidness
BUT, in the main, these were individual actions. Many of us in the civil rights
movement were disturbed at the way large
denominations and conferences acted
either timidly or pot at all on the question
of civil rights.
As I said in Denver, the United Church
of Christ deserves tremendous praise, not
only for strong financial support which it
has given to the struggle, but also for the
forthright manner in which it has gone on
record at this Denver conference.
Delegates voted support of an honest
and uncompromising credo which, if
adopted by other large church groups,
would make progress along Freedom
Highway so much more of a reality.
The credo speaks of individuals being
denied jobs although they are qualified; of
discrimination in promotion and wages;
of taxpayers who supply the money to run
the government but who are denied equal

job opportunities by their city, state or
national government.,

Does Not Spare Church
IT CONDEMNS race prejudice in labor
unions or housing developments, schools,
places of public accommodation, in the
courts and in the financial community. It
does not spare the church.
This credo recognizes the right of
"gaining acceptance as a person of worth
who may marry whomever he loves and
whoever loves him."
For years the racists have been waving
the red flag of emotionalism, claiming
falsely that the fight for integration is actually a fight for inter-marriage and interracial love.
This has been a smoke-screen to attempt to cover up the selfish political and
economic interests of mis-leaders of the
American people.
By exposing this hypocrisy, by endorsing the individual right of people to be
free in their personal quest for happiness,
the United Church of Christ demonstrates
that it is not offering the crust of tolerance
but the full loaf of love, respect, understanding and justice.

Gone On Record
THIS DENOMINATION has gone on
record as being in favor of "pushing for
all that is due, here and now." We need
more powerful movements and denominations to realize as the United Church of
Christ realizes that America has too long
stopped payment on the blank check on
the bank of justice and equality which is
the rightful legacy of every American
simply by virtue of his birth.
Your denomination may also be proud
that you have given money to the cause
of freedom. The segregationists and White
Citizens Councils are spending millions to
defeat the just aspirations of the Negro.
Freedom is not free. It costs time. It costs
sacrifices. It costs money to win freedom.
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ALFRED DUCKETT

Martin King Born For His Time
THE NAME of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., is one of the best known names
in America today and it should be.
I had never believed in what folks
call pre-destination before I got to know
"the leader" as we call him in the Movemewl. I did some fairly voluminous
search on Dr. King's life and background
in order to do a magazine piece on him.
A year or so after the article appeared, I
spent several days in Atlanta. I met him
at his office in Ebenezer Baptist Church
every morning.
I spent the whole day going where he
went, observing what he did, how he
related with people. I learned what deep
pride Atlanta's Negro community has in
him. I had dinner with the King family
and absorbed the warmth and love which
makes their house a home. I began to
understand how much strength comes to

him from beautiful Coretta King, the wife
whose courage is an unwritten story.
I sat in the living room of the King
home while the youngsters raced through
the rooms, merrily carrying on the business of being children_
I went to cnurcn on nunaay morning
— to the church co-pastored by Dr. King
and his Father, Dr. Martin King, Sr.

Something Thrilling
TO SEE the grand old man — to
hear his proud accents, to listen to him
presenting his son to the congregation —
this is to know something thrilling about
Martin King's beginnings.
The senior Mrs. King exemplifies that
kindly, vigorous Negro woman who has
been the backbone of this race since the
sorrow ships sailed to these ports with
slave cargo. I watched her, working with

the children of the church and I knew
more of the why of her son.
I heard a man preach. Not the spiritual leader of millions. Not the beloved
symbolic general of a great movement. I
heard the pastor of Ebenezer Church —
Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. — preach
from his pulpit. I had heard him speaking to big audiences — before groups of
ministers — but you've never heard a
preacher until you've heard him preach —
just as you've never heard Dinah Washington sing until you've heard her sing
in church.
Here is a man who earns a dollar a
year to live in peril, to turn the tide of
history and the destiny of the world —
for what happens in America's racial crisis
will chart the directions of world progress.
Here is the first man I ever met
who, in my book, was born for his time.
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(Job Agencies Discriminate, Survey Shows
NEW YORK — Racial and commercial employment agenCommenting on the findings, commissions administering fair pher." The order was repeat- consisted of
agencies that could gait in 1946 — one year after
religious discrimination
by cies in Los Angeles and San Mr. London declared:
employment laws in the states to avoid any confusion or not be
reached or did not sup- the State fair employment law
private employment agencies Francisco, Cal.; Chicago, Ill.; "It seems clear that the vast covered. "We are gratified that
misunderstanding,
and
the
ply stenographers.
is "shockingly widespread" Boston, Mass.; Detroit, Mich.; majority of job agencies in these
was adopted, The 1946 survey
commissions are making agency's response was recorddespite state laws forbidding and Philadelphia, Pa. The states with fair employment renewed efforts to curb these ed in
The results reported in the showed that 88.4 per cent of
detail immeaiately after
bias against job applicants on findings, which ranged from
laws are prepared to ignore abuses," Mr. London declared. he call was completed. In each American Jewish Congress sur- the agencies that gave usable
grounds of creed or color, the low of 89.5 per cent in lais the requirements of those laws He revealed that following the of
the six cities covered, vey covered "usable" respons- responses were prepared to acAmerican Jewish Congress Angeles to a high of 97.1 per to
accomodate
prospective Detroit survey, the Michigan telephone calls were made to es — that is, those in which cept the discriminatory order.
charged in disclosing the find- cent in Philadelphia, confirm- clients. They are willing to Fair Employment Practices
every employment agency list- the employment agency either In subsequent surveys, the
ings of a survey of 385 em- ed the results of previous sur- take
discriminatory orders Commission called a meeting ed in the local classified accepted or refused the dis- figures were: 1949 — 64.2 per
ployment agencies in six veys by the American Jewish over the telephone even from of local employment agencies telephone
directory except criminatory request. "Norms- cent; 1952 — 65.1 per cent;
major cities across the coun- Congress among New York total strangers.
and worked out a non-discrim- those whose listing showed able" responses, not included 1955 — 70.3 per cent; and 1958
try.
City employment agencies, ac- "The fact that the agencies ination agreement covering they did not supply stenogra- in the final survey results, — 72.2 per cent.
More than 90 per cent of all cording to Ephraim London, accepted the order without ordertaking, classification, re- phers.
consisted of agencies that
In the 1963 survey of six
the agencies covered in the chairman of inc Commission even commenting on its illegal- ferral proceedings and
employThe results reported in the could not be reached or did major cities outside New York,
survey — 351 out of 385 — on Law and Social Action of ity further indicates that re- er contacts.
American Jewish Congress sur- not supply stenographers, or he figures were considerably
agreed to fill telephone re- he American Jewish Con- quests specifying job appli- 'WHITE PROTESTANT
vey covered "usable" respons- whose answers were am- higher, the American Jewish
quests for a "white Protestant gress. The Commission carried cants of particular races and
Under the survey procedure es — that is, those in which biguous.
Congress reported. In Calistenographer" although pro- out surveys in New York City religions are placed regularly followed, the caller — with- the employment
agency either
The same technique had been fornia, which has had a state
hibited from doing so by state every three years from 1946 by employers."
out revealing his or her iden- accepted or refused the dis- utilized in the American air employment law since
law, the Jewish group report- to 1958 and in the six cities
Mr. London said the data tity — would ask whether the criminatory request. "Non- Jewish Congress telephone 1959, usable responses
were
ed.
outside New York during contained in the survey had job agency could provide a usable" responses, not includ- surveys of New York City em- received from 124 of 166
job
The survey covered private February of this year.
been submitted to the various "white Protestant stenogra- ed in the final survey results, ployment agencies, which be- agencies contacted in Loa
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Free RuseLeavesHome Mounts
Campaign Kenyatta's Kin Links U.
Owner With Siding Bill Against Bigotry Race Fight To Kenya
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home? Not all respondents be no worry about damage rimination in a wide field has
By BETTY EDWARDS
to that want ad you placed because only one or two of been announced by the AFLmay be interested in buy- the first floor rooms will be TO, with the stress, to be
Kenya East Africa, which houses in Kenya, but "not on phasis on national and state
used as an office.
placed on community action.
as large a scale as they are government, women's Civic, so- ,
ing. The Better Business
SMALL DETAIL
The new campaign will be is predominantly comprised here." She pointed out that cial and political activities; 1
Bureau suggests extreme causmall detail. directed against discrimina- of the dark races with in Kenya the projects are un- primary education, low-cost
There
is
one
tion if a prospective buyer
agreement must be a tion against Negroes in unions, about 10 per cent Asians der the auspices of the city housing and social weAre
wants to rent your home as This
Competitors and your employment, housing, voting, and Europeans, three years council.
projects said she was impress,. ;
an office and offers to reside secret.
neighbors must not know of public accommodations and ago gained equal rights for
Once a teacher in the sec- ed with the number of wometi
it "free."
services and schools.
arrangement.
the
all, a thing which the Negroes ondary schools in Kenya, Itiss whom she has seen in govern. i
This approach is just another
deal this ap- A special five-man commit- in the United States are cur- Kenyatta mentioned that in ment work in the U. S.
version of the widely con- What a sweet
be—too good to pass tee will soon be named to di- rently engaged in.
pears
to
order to teach in the primary ATTENDED CONFERENCE
demned "demonstration home
up. You increase the value of rect the anti - discrimination
While in Washington she
pitch."
Miss Margaret Kenyatta, 35, and secondary schools there
receive a full drive. with Georee Meany,
home,
your
one
doesn't need a college edu- attended a 14-day Triennial ,
He may represent himself as
daughter of the 72-year-old
advance and president of the AFL-CIO, as
in
rent
year's
one
in
cation,
but
must
have
Conference of The Internationan officer or son of the presiprime minster of Kenya, Jomo
at the end chairman. Included among oth- Kenyatta, on her first visit order to teach high school al Conference of Women. Ap.
dent of an aluminum siding still own the house
er members of the committee to the United States explained subjects.
year.
the
of
proximately 57 countries were
firm which wants to establish
not work that will be A. Philip Randolph that demonstrations similar to
In 1953 Kenya was the scene represented.
a branch sales office in your But, it does
"authorization" you president of the Brotherhood those beings conducted in the of terroristic Mau Mau activiway.
The
Before leaving the United
neighborhood. Your
house
consent to f Sleeping Car Porters, and United States were staged ties. During that period ap- States, aside from the cities
happen to be just what his sign, giving your
of aluminum Walter Reuther, president of against owners of hotels, res- proximately 60,000 persons already visited, Miss Kenyatta
firm is seeking. Due to his the application
fact, a regular he United Automobile Work- taurants, public transportation were jailed and the movement plans to visit Denver, Cedar
supposed position he is pre- siding is, in
ers of America.
Rapids, Iowa; San Francisco,
and the like in Kenya before crushed.
pared to make you an aston- sales contract.
After the siding is on, the The first stage of the drive it gained freedom.
Los Angeles, Atlanta and San
POLITICAL STRUGGLE
ishing offer, he says.
rent
will
include
establishment
of
for
given
check you are
However, today in spite of
As chairman of the African
SALE PURPOSE
bi-raciel
commitloan
community
a
be
to
Although she was born in
Women's Seminar made up all the revolt with Britain to gain juan
Actually he is a salesman may turn out
are paying high tees through AFL - CIO city Kenya women, Miss Kenyatta control of the Crown Colony, the capital, Nairobi, she was
whose sole purpose is to get on which you
agreeAll groups interested admitted that she could not Miss Kenyatta said "We were educated in a village of Ken"secret"
The
interest.
your signature on a contract
ment is to prevent you from in the matter may participate. very well compare the racial mainly struggling for politic- ya. She has three brothel
to reside your house.
to the financ- The anti-discrimination ef- unrest in the United States al equality." In May of this and three sisters ranging In
First, he sass your house disclosing facts
which would fort will' be concentrated in 30 to that of her native country year her father was elected ages from two months to 40
will be completely sided with ing institution
irregularity of or 40 of the country's major because she was not familiar Prime Minister of the country. years.
The
aluminum or simulated stone. recognize the
cities.
Prime Minister's daughwith the situation here, other He had been in detention for
His firm is going to do this the deal.
time the payment In a personal letter to Presi- than what she had heard since eight years, accused of being ter said he is 72 years old and
to display the fine quality of By the
been received the dent Kennedy, Meany wrote her arrival in the U. S. on June the Mau Mau leader. "The in good health.
work prospective customers book had
election made me very happy,
Interested in the welfare
son may be ten that the labor federation is 27.
can expect from his company "owner's"
Renting your ready to work closely with the
Although in Chicago since but I realize that there is still of her country and having
Naturally the market value states away.
Administration
in
a major ef- Monday, and having visited a big job to be done now," she grown up under a strong politjust a come-on.
of your house will be hand- house was
ical family, Miss Kenyatta, an
He is probably now working fort to abolish discrimination. Washington and New York lamented.
somely increased.
unMiss Kenyatta, along with organizer and planner of Kenprior to coming here, Miss
deal on another
He further claims his firm the same
looking
forya
affairs for women, said the
other
Africans,
is
another
she
could
not
Kenyatta
said
customer in
will rent your house for a suspecting
comment on her visit too much, ward to Dec. 12, the date Ken- main problem in her country
town.
year's
full
paying
a
year,
full
"But I am looking forward to ya expects to gain its inde- stems from a lack of educaJULIUS WEBER E
tion. She said, however, the
seeing a bulk of the U. S. be- pendence.
She said the Africans are people are getting better and
cause I have always heard it
not interested in breaking at least all of their schools
was a fine country."
up farms, the chief source of are fully integrated. Most of
leiEW YORK — What's the FOREIGN PROGRAM
high - echelon businessmen's Touring the U. S. as a par- living of the country. We are the inhabitants are Presbytefavorite type of credit card? ticipant in the Foreign Leader making every effort to keep rian and Catholic, but there
It's the, kind that permits Program of the State Depart- the land up. Some of the land are a few Moslems in Kenya,
technical him to rent a car without cash, ment Miss Kenyatta stated has been divided among per- she stated.
several
in
and
vation
Appointment
NEW YORK —
On the whole our counrty is
the real estate mar- according to a new survey that her work primarily con- sons who can best manage the
and installation of Edward A. facets of
made by Fortune's market re- sists of promoting and encour- farmland and there has been peaceful. "There is no violence
ket.
as
L.I.,
Westbury,
Gibbs, of
women in educa- numerous land settlements there," she added.
During World War II, he. search department among the aging Kenya
special assistant to the regionbusiness magazine's subscrib- tion, health, politics and child made which gives loans to "We have heard little about
WASHINGTON, D. C. — have urged during their talks al administrator for inter- served as a primary flight incare. She noted that this is those who manage the area. the segregated practices in
ers.
(UPI) — President John stronger U. S. opposition to group relations, Housing and structor for the U.S. Air Force
There are still many Brit- this country," Miss Kenyatta
Car-rental cards are held by also the primary aim of the
and has
Ala.,
Tuskegee.
in
ReAgency,
Kennedy concluded a meet- what he regards as "alien Home Finance
group which she ish farmers in Kenya, she not- said, "But I can safely say
in aviation 42.4 per cent of the executives Women's
interested
been
Reby
announced
that we don't like to hear of
ed.
with President Julius Nyer- rule" by South Africa and gion I, was
heads.
At present, he queried, while 40.8 per cent
Miss Kenyatta, who is in- it existing anywhere and it
gional Administrator Lester ever since.
was impressed with the
She
ere of Tanganyika by pledg- Portugal.
hold
air
travel
credit
cards.
cerholds a commercial pilot
ing continuing support for the
Eisner, Jr.
Hotel credit cards are used Robert Taylor Homes, which terested in all aspects of Amer- isn't good to discriminate
tificate for both single and
But U. S. sources said that
beings."
principle of self determination
Gibbs is well known In New multi-engine aircraft, and is by 33.7 per cent, American she said are similar to project ican life with particular em- against human
and voicing "even greater co- although the issue was the York City, where he grew up
Express
cards
by
28.7
per
cent,
instructor.
operation" between the two subject of intense delibera- and received his early educa- rated as a flight
Diner's Club by 23.4 per cent,
In 1961, Gibbs became chief
countries.
tions in a series of White tion, and nationally in the of the Bureau of Relocation, Carte Blanche by 18.6 per
taut a short and carefully
House meetings of U. S. offici- field of housing and urban af- and later that same year was cent, and other types of credit
worded communique issued by
card by 37.7 per cent. Some
fairs.
made diractor of West Side
the two presidents did not als, no U. S. position had been
his present position, Gibbs Area Services South, Bureau of the businessmen carry two
mention specifically what was arrived at for the forthcoming In
or
more cards, so the percenresponsible for the a! Neighborhood Conservation,
believed to have been the U. N. Security Council delib- will be
relations aspects of NewYork City Housing and tages add up to more than 100.
intergroup
central issue of their talks-- erations on the issue.
• all programs and activities of Redevelopment Board.
South Africa and Portuguese
the Housing and Home FiGibbs, born in New York,
Africa.
nance Agency in Region I, graduated from Benjamin
Before a half-hour meeting just Bad Taste
which comprises the six New Franklin High School. Before
that concluded their two days
states, as well as the war, he attended Hampof discussions, Kennedy told
FRANKFURT, Germany —
RISBOROUGH, England
PRINCES
New York.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) ern Christian Leadership Con- mature men" to help handle
Nyerere in a luncheon toast:
ton Institute, where he stud- (UPI) — A U. S. Army miliAnglican
southern the crowds.
England — (UPI) —
years,
12
past
the
Over
administration.
A Negro leader of a ference, headed by
—
"I think that history will
ied business
tary court sentenced PFC. EuAs plans for the demonstraintegration leader Martin Ludemonservice,
night
S
military
civil
record this past decade in Afri- Vicar the Rev. Hugh Jones Gibbs has distinguished himplanned
After his
gene Chandler, 21, of Detroit,
tion develop, Fauntroy said,
ther King.
ca as really one of the most said villager Frank Mullan self in various aspects of he returned to New York to to life imprisonment at hard stration by upwards of
Fauntroy and representatives further meetings will be held
astonishing bursts of human acted in "bad taste" when he mass housing, achieving en- attend New York University, labor for the April 2 murder of 100,000 persons here next
of five other national civil with police officials.
energy, human initiative and invited call girl Christine viable records in the fields of School of Commerce, where a Frankfurt woman.
the
that
pledged
month
rights groups met with Dis- Fauntroy said that while
responsibility that I think the Keeler to come open the vil- defense housing, low - rent he was awarded a degree in
Chandler, attached to the marchers would steer clear of trict of Columbia police of- there would be no mass march
lage fair. Christine did not public housing, urban re- business administration. He 28th artillery regiment at Capitol Hill.
world has ever known."
ficials to discuss the demon- to the Capitol, participants from
newal, neighborhood conser- returned to NYU graduate Darmstadt, was found guilty
Nyerere was understood to show up.
The chief demonstration stration, and to coordinate each state would visit the
school for his bachelor of laws of beating and choking to will take place at the Lincoln plans to keep it orderly.
House and Senate office buildspokesman Some Negro leaders have ings in separate, small groups
death 47-year-old Edith Sk- Memorial,
the
degree.
Gibbs resides with his wife larek, alleged to be a prosti- said, following a "brief" march said that as many as 300,000 on the morning of Aug. 28 to
and daughter at 25 Sixth St., tute, in a Frankfurt hotel to the White House. All de- persons will take part in the appeal to their home-state
MOM.
monstrators will be asked to March. Fauntroy said that lawmakers for support 'of
Westbury.
leave Washington the same every state would be repre- civil rights legislation.
day — Aug. 28, the official sented.
Chief Murray noted that
said.
District police chief Robert since the veterans' bonus riots
President Kennedy's civil V. Murray said his force of 1932, every march in Washrights proposals may be up would cooperate in "any peace- ington has been peaceful. He
for debate in Congress at the ful march they have in mind." said he would use his entire
The resolution asks the govJERSEY CITY, N. J. — I exposed Miller.
time of the mass demonstra- Fauntroy said that in addi- police force, as well as other
(UPI) — Ernest Miller I It disclosed that he was real- ernor to "make a thorough
tion. Both Democratic and ReNegro leaders planned groups such as the U. S. Park
walked out of an Alabama ly 011ie Presley, 50, sentenced investigation" so that Miller's BELOIT, Wis. — (UPI)— similar measure is pending publican leaders have cau- tion,
to retain their own "force of Police, to handle the crowd..
prison farm 12 years ago to to life in 1950 in Greensboro, "civil rights may be protected City Manager R. H. Calland before the council, but has tioned Negro officials that
Ala., for shooting a man
freedom.
chances for enactment of the
(and) his self-won rehabilita- named‘15 persons, repre- been tabled in committee.
. If he had not lost his tem- named Williams in a fight tion may be preserved. . . ." senting nearly every pro- The
legislation could be set back
12-man,
three-woman
per last month, chances are over gambling. Miller claimed 'Councilman Fred Martin,
by any demonstration at the
reand
business
fessional,
commission includes Miss Saoitol.
he never would have been lo- he fired in self defense.
sponsor of the resolution, said ligious group in Beloit, to the die Bell, president of the Beloit Ca
After he fled the prison
Speaker John W. McCorcated here, where he became
Miller's cage "has touched the new human relations commischapter of the NAACP, and mack declined to comment on
a prosperous businessman fol- farm, Miller built a $20,000 a
heart of all who believe that ion.
year electrician's business,
Capitol rumor that Congress
lowing his escape.
is the best An ordinance establishing he Rev. U. S. Pride, pastor of a
elf-rehabilitation
might take a recess the last
said the announcement wail
On June 22, Miller, a Negro, bought a home, acquired a
ST. LOUIS — (UPI)
for prior wrongdo- the commission was passed by New Zion Baptist Church and
penance
half of August which would H. E. Gilbert, president of withheld until he returned
became angry at some boys reputation as a quiet man who
an active member in the infoling."
The
17.
the
council
June
mean it would not be in
who were harassing him. He attended church regularly and
the Brotherhood of Loco- from White House Conferences
Miller as lowing week end saw a mass tegration movement.
session at the time of the
drew a pistol from the glove donated generously to boys' Martin referred to
Beloit
Motive
Firemen and En- with President Kennedy in
by
local
Valjean,"
hall
Among
things,
march
on
city
other
Jean
Day
"Modern
a
demonstration.
compartment of his car, and camps and other charities.
claimed the or- Negroes have alleged discrim- NO CONFIRMATION
ginemen, announced that connection with the rail crislt.
fired two shots to scare the He is now in Hudson Coun- a character in Victor Hugo's Negroes, who
Miserables," who dinance did not go far enough ination in hiring policies of the
He told newsmen only that the union voted to remove raThe racial clause the union
boys way. None of the boys ty jail, awaiting action on the novel, "Les
integration.
Wisconsin Power and Light co. he hadn't heard such a rumor. cial restrictions for memberconcealed weapon charge. An made a sespectable business in furthering
was wounded.
abolished was reportedly the
criminal past, Leading the marchers was
He did not say whether or ship.
But worried that he might extradition request from Ala- career after a
A delegate to the union's last of such clauses in the AFL.
the Rev. A. D. King, Birming- JUST A
but later was discovered.
not it might be correct.
have injured one of them, bama was expected.
DROP
OR
TWO
convention
said "there was CIO.
integrathe
that
of
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Angeles and 48 of 66 agencies
called in San Francisco. Of
the Los Angeles job agencies, I
89.5 per cent said they would
attempt to fill the discriminatory order. Nineteen of the
employment agencies replying
affirmatively to the request '
made clear that they were
aware it violated the law. In
San Francisco, 91.7 per cent
of the agencies agreed to fill
the job request.
In Chicago, where a state
anti-discrimination law has
been in effect since 1961,
usable responses were received from 95 of 122 agencies contacted. Of these, 90.5 per cent
agreed to meet the discriminatory order.

March On Washington To
Steer Clear Of Capitol

ProsperousBusinessman Revealed
•As Escapee From Alabama Prison Name 15 To New Rights
Commission In Beloit
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Rail Union Removes
All Racial Barriers
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lightful social compliments. 'as a favorite mecca of south- of Carlotta Stewart Watson, phis, and Ethel
and Pam will
who entertained at a dinner continue up
The party line for these ern tourists.
to Yonkers, New
Among the Memphians be- party which also complimentwarm visitors was busy with
York, where they will be the
events; namely the beautiful ing drawn by the magnetic ed Rev. Blair T. Hunt, her
dinner given by R. J. and Ivy attractions of the populous and former principal, present co- guests of Mrs. W. C. Handy,
Roddy at their lovely home tourist wonderland state will workers at B. T. Washington Sr., widow of the Father of
out Woodstock way . . the be Thomas and ,Ethel Perkins High School — genial principal the Blues. Later they will
brunch given by Hazelle 0. who are headed for a leisure- Jesse D. Springer and Nat D. come down
The CRikens Non-Partisan that registration
to New York
increased
Lewis at her home on Walker ly train trip to Berkley, via Williams, and Memphis' re- where they will
Voters RegiAration Commit' more tnan 250 since the last
meet
Pam's
vered historian, Fred Hutchins close friend,
Avenue . . . the smart cock- Chicago.
Candy (Harri- tee reports an increase in meeting an July 10.
tail party given by Sam and In Chicago, the Perkinses — who is recognized as one of ette) Walker
who is presently progress and interest
Mrs. Annie B. 'Brown and
in the
Thelma Brown at their manse will stop a while with Ethel's the best known authorities on visiting at
Somerset, New past two weeks. More than her workers from Ward 13-1
an South Parkway ... a week- sister, Alberta Flowers. In the history of our city from Jersey. They
will stop in 50 volunteer workers and
or- are still leading in registraend party by Emmett and Berkeley there will be a grand before the turn of the cen- Washington for
some Capitol ganization leaders attended tions and contacts. Mrs. Viol
Warren Hawkins down at Bu- family reunion for the kins- tury, and photographer and sightseeing
before returning the
Workers meeting on Morgan registered 80 person;
ford Lodge on Sardis Dam .. . men — including Ethel's other newsman Ernest Withers and to Memphis
September 1.
• another brunch
Wednesday, July 24, at Mt. alone. She lives at 907 So.
given by Dor- sister, Mabel J. Weaver, and Thaddeus Stokes.
Other Memphis Dentists Olive CME Church. The re- Fourth Street, Apt. 100.
n j sey and Fannie West and end- her two daughters and their Dr. and Mrs. R.
Q. Venson who will attend
"We are pleased to anthe National port from thi, meeting showed
ing with a delightful patio families, Betty Weaver Tread- have had as their guest
pretty
nounce reports from the fol
• party hosted by Attie Mae and well and LaFrancine Weaver young Elynda Clark, daughter Dental meeting are Dr. Cooper
lowing other organizations.
Taylor, Dr. George West and hopes and happines
Bob Roberts and Maedella Tate.
s for which Wards and Piecincts-12,
of Gloria Diamond Clark of Dr. B.
61.
B. Martin.
Reeves, on ths emerald lawns At Berkeley too, are Mr. St. Louis. Elynda
she has ever longed.
enjoyed
her
25-3,
7, 6, 26-2, 13-1, 11-1, 14-2,
The last dayi of July, circa Smith of Washington, D. C., and patio of the Roberts'
home and Mrs. A. L. Plaxico, who first flight coming to Mem- Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Sey- We are indeed sorry to hear 7-2, 51-1,
24-I, 25-2. Other
1963, wended their way into Lorraine Gossin of New York at 2024 South Parkway
of the illness and confineare enjoying an extended stay phis, and had a glorious
.
wards and rrecincts are not
time mour of St. Louis drove down
eternity and left lasting im- City and Artemise Garrett of
Naturally, all these gather- with A. L. being enrolled at at our zoo, Fairgrounds, a pic- for a quiet week-end with ment of our friend, Cora Isa- reporting.
pressions of warm Memphis Vicksburg, Miss. . . all broth- ings
drew practically the same the University of Californi nic and swimming party at Janet's parents, Juanita and bel Reid, at E. H. Crump "However, we still have
not
hospitality in the hearts and er-in-law. sister, cousin and friends
of these former Mein- at a science institute.
Fuller State Park and a patio John R. Arnold, Jr., and Jan- Memorial Hospital. To her we had reports foam: Democrat)...
minds of many visitors to our another sister of the T. J. John- phians,
et's brother, John (Twiffy) send our most beautiful word Club, Republic
and in the case of Mrs. Velma Lois Jones sent us party.
an
Club,
Sociil
fair city on the bluffs of the son and Fleming Polk clan
bouquets, and our wish for fuArnold.
Garrett, Mrs. Johnson's sister, "wish you were here" greetClubs, Co-Chairmen, Re
mighty Mississippi.
Her week here was filled
it was a gala two-week visit, a Vicksburg visitor who
ture days filled with all the Alexander Gladney
ings from Sacramento, where
comes
Dr.
and Rev
Marjorie
with fun every day . . . and a
For Joseph ar.d
Lee Browne, health
Leslie dotted with happy and de- so often that we
and well-being of this W. C. Holme., Vice Chairmen
claim her as she's delighted with the clime high
point was the teen-age head of the Mathematics de- city through
— part of the Memphis scene. and just everything of fabled
his practice and —Mr. Jesse Turner, Rev. Lofparty given by Onzie Home, partment at North Carolina
his hospital. His void will long ton, W. Howard Jackson,
Joe and Leslie, living in the Southern California.
Mr
Jr., and his parents, Mildred State College in Durham is be
felt
by friends, admirers Jesse Turnei, Rev. Lofton,
nation's capital, are both gov- MORE MEMPHIS VISITORS and Onzie, Sr.
The other afore- spending the remainder of the and his
fellow-doctors who Mr. Howard Jackson, Mr
ernment workers, and Lor- Afreda Wells Duster
of Chi- mentioned fun and oodles of summer vacation period with remain to continue
their fins. Frank Kilpatrick, Atty. Sugraine is nationally known as cago, daughter of
pioneer lovely gifts were all the cour- her mother and father, Mr. work in the healing
a famed concert artist. And, Memphis newswoman
arts.
armon, Atty. Hooks," said
who was tesy of Harriette Walker and and Mrs. Lawrence J. Lee, at The visit
of
Nellie Humes Roscoe WiWilliams.
since everyone of the hosts "urged" to leave town
in the her daughter "Candy," Eliza- 1109 Mississippi Blvd.
has
brightene
d
the days of The following churches haw,
are acclaimed for their hos- dark pages of our
town's his- beth Simon and her daughter, Your scribe's pride and
joy, family and friends including made reports: Mississippi
pitality and excellent cuisine tory, and who later
became so Camille, and the Vensons.
Lynne Ulen, has been spend- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Humes
fare at all times, 'twas to be appreciated and recognize
Blvd. Christian Church, Secd for Mattie Handy
Robinson of ing her vacation at Marshall, and Mrs. Willie Humes. Her ond Congregational and Trinexpected that all of these her crusading spirit
in a Chi- New York
felt a yearning to Texas, with her aunt and unc- trip has coincided with that of ity CME. McWilliams, direcevents were on the spectacu- cago newspaper, that
the great come to
Memphis and to rem- le, Paul and Louise Collins, Jack's sister, Katie, from tor of the drive, said: "If we
lar side of red-carpeted hos- Ida B. Wells Housing
Project inisce for
several hours in and her cc usin s, Paula Florida.
pitality. '
are to reach our goal of 90,000
was named in her honor.
Handy Park, before the statue Louise and Pamela Collins. T. J. Johnson, that wonder- Negro registeied voters
The Golden State continue, Mrs. Duster was the
by the
guest of her beloved late father, With the expanse of Wiley ful ageless and genial one, has October
8th deadline, we need
W. C. Handy. Following this College at their doorstep, lit- departed on a trip to Balti- more effort on the part
of all
compulsion, she flew down to erally speaking, where Paul more, Washington and New workers. The next regular reMemphis unheralded and ful- is la member of the faculty, York.
port meeting will be held at
Mrs. Grace Parker is whil- Mount Olive CME
filled her longing. She was swimming, picnicking, motorChurch,
discovered there by Ernest ing in the new Chevy Monza ing away the hours and days 7:3$ P.M., August 7. Full reWithers, who has an eye for which belongs to a pair of with the pleasure of the visit ports from toll organization
news as well as for photog- their friends, all add to fine of her sister, Jana Nuwby, of and individual workers are
raphy. Ernest got in touch with Texas fun. She will be home Salt Lake City, Utah.
expected.
MODIFIED
her close friend, Ethel Ven- this weekrend, accompanied
and make
by
SKIM MILK
Lbuise,
Paula and Pamela.
son, who reached her at the
FOR "FIGURE"
Peabody Hotel. With her, they CHIT CHAT
attended the graduation cereAll was not brightness and
mony of our new policemen
and also paid a visit to Mr. light though . . . for we were
Handy's dear friend, Matthew saddened to learn of the demThornton, Sr., known far and ise of the late Dr. N. M. Watnear as "The Mayor of Beale son last Thursday morning.
We are indeed happy that he
Street."
lived to see the recent story
Call Us For Quick Confidential
More about the Vensons
. and pictures of his wonderful
Servi
Dr. Venson, Ethel and Pam, life in the TSD recently.
ce For All Of Your Money
He
accompanied by Ethel's sister, and Mrs. Watson have
Problems
long
Suvella Horton, left this Tues- been patrons of the arts
and
day, for Philadelphia to at- dedicated to the service
Phone 278-0580
17 So Cleveland
of
tend the National Dental Con- the community, aside from
the
Between
vention. From there, Doc and outstanding contributions
Dr.
Memphis, Tenn.
Madison & Union
Suvella will return to Mem- Watson contributed to
the

. By MARJORIE I. ULEN
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LOOK!
Get your Spell Cash Card
each time you visit PicPac. When you collect four
cards that spell CASH you
win $100.

LOOK!

LOOK!

SCHOOL BARGAINS BY
THE
DOZENS AND CHEAP AS DIRT
10 Cent Note Book Paper
25 Cent Note Book Paper
49 Cent Note Book Paper
3.45 a Do
You Can Buy 1 2 Doz. This Size

PRIMARY SUPPLIES
Miss Mary
Meleinnes
Mel Privies Blv.

Robert W. Pettit
Iff N. Garland

Mrs. Rennetit
McGonagill
SAtia IMem si Si.

Mrs. Rus,11
Patterson
404 So. Bel,edere

Mrs. T. E.
Cassedv
SOU Woodburn

Richard Sommers
Lamar .tt
Pendleton

Mil Hattie
Raut
3215 Soottswood

'
41 '7?"-GiTgy
'

Mrs. Pthel
YMIIX
1301 Grand St.

Mrs. W. 0.
3150 Alien Rd.

Den Thornhrnugh
100 Forrest
Avenue

made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the

•

rag

ilVa„L'ek;T

K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. Tog le Sausage
K.C. Lun•ch Meat

NAT BURING PACKING CO.

,111
11 . Wady+ Va
4

Mrs. Harold
B I OVett
50111 Third Me
Wheaton
enn

10 Cent, First Grade Tablets
75 a Do
10 Cent, Second Grade Tablets
75 a Do
25 Cent, First Grade Tablets
25 Cent, Second Grade Tablets
1.75 a Do
Composition Books & Typing Paper
25 Cent, Compos. Books
1.75 a Do
10 Cent, Compos. Books
.1.75 a Do
10 Cent, Typing Paper Pkg.
1.75 a Do
10 Cent, Index Cards (10c Size)
75 a

PENCILS $2.25 A GROSS
144 PENCILS
A $3.60 VALUE
STOP SENDING THAT CHILD TO A
STORE EVERYDAY AND SAVE
EVENSKY STORE 2512 Carnes Ave
458 - 5502

Mr.. Bertha
i.e. Knox
1412 Oriole St.

•
Mrs. Jimmy
Thompson
Mt Southern
Ave.

Mrs. Japer
Femme., 302
Guerrwr

Mrs. Etillt 6.
iti:•:
4
11 me

YOU MAY BE NEXT
Free Delivery
Within
Miles of Memphis

SEE THURSDAY
DAILY PAPER FOR
MORE
NEW WINNERS

PLAY SPELL CASH ...THE FUN GAME
There's Nothise for Yes to Bra If', Exciting +a May Settl.
C-As41I Get YOUR SPILL C-A-S-M CARD NOW ... et Ple•Pec

If the name Pic-Pac
appears under the
ink spot you automatically Sh in $1
cash ... and still
tune a chance to
win 5100!

1359 Madison (at Crosstown)

<

(

behind our store
t aney—approach
from Cleveland or
Watkins

3R 5-8 124

Don't buy furniture, of any kind, anywhere, until you first shoe HOWARD GRAHAill'
.'!
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Complete Basic
At Texas Base
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0/0CAL STAR
Humboldt and the friends
in Trenton, are anxiously
awaiting the 11th of August
when one of the county's most
talented young women will be
presented in recital at the
Morning Star Baptist church
in Humboldt at 8 p.m.
The artist, Miss Mary Rose

of the Trenton Rosenwald
school.
She has traveled with the
Fisk Jubilee singers for three
years, and sang with the Fisk
choir the four years she was
in college. Her instructors rated her among the best in interpretation, control
and
range.

$$ EARN MORE $S
LEARN AIR CONDITIONING AND
REFRIGERATI ON SERVICING
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Rogers, a 1983 honor graduate
from Fisk, will bring for her
listening audience a repertoire of songs by leading composers, which will include
arias, soliloquies and spirituals.
She has been 5. .7.1ging since
early childhood, and many in
West Tennessee remember her
as a soloist with the glee club

,

FOR A (:001) JOB IN JUST 3 MONTHS

NEW CLASS STARTS JULY 29

CLASS SIZE LIMITED

DON'T DELAY—APPLY NOW

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS CALL JA 6-8052
KEEGAN SCHOOL — DIVISION OF

ALLIED TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Stock-up
and Save
During

This is her first appearance
in recital in her home county,
and it is h..ped the ctizens
here and elsewhere will avail
LACKLAND AFB, Tex —
themselves of the opportunity Three Memphis, Tenn, men
of hearing and paying tribute have been selected to attend
to this rising coloratura so- technical training courses folprano.
lowing completion of their
Because of her ability as a United States Air Force basic
musician, she has been elect- military training here.
ed to teach music in the school
Two of the men are going
four years ago
The Dorcas Circle of the
church is sponsoring the pro- "The Twelve Deciples" will be
gram, and net proceeds will rendered Aug. 4th at the
go to aid the youth in their church and on the 18th the
aim for their goal. Mrs. Louise Gospel choir will present
Croom is president of the "the Gospel Hour."
circle and Rev. J. H. Mathis CHOIR SINGS
Mrs. Ora Lee Gentry and
is pastor of the church. Don't
forget the date-Aug. 11, at 8 her Cherubim Choir of Lane
Chapel C.M.E. Church motorp.m.
As this is "Youth Quarter" ed to Jackson, Tenn. to sing
at the Morning Star church all at the Annual Tea given by
efforts are being made to give the Stewardess Board No. 1
full support to the young peo- of St. Paul C.M.E. Church. The
ple that they may be.. aa.-30c- Tea was held on tiNe Lawn
torious as the women were, in of Mrs. L. S. Avant.
Mrs. Maurice Glenn of Detheir drive. The theme, "Enlisting Youth for Chhst" offers troit is visiting her parents
a challenge to the youth who Mr. and Mrs. James L. Pearhave no church affiliations to son and her sister and brother
join in with them in this effort. Mrs. Otha Mathis and James
Thomas Reid is president of Pearson, Jr.
Mrs. Queen Vaulx of Jackthe youth, and with his group
is leaving no stone unturned' son is visiting her daughter
Mrs. Freddie Thomas.
to put the entire church into
Miss Beni,e Carr Is a stumotion.
dent at Knoxville college is
A Biblical Pageant entitled, visiting relatives in St. Louis.

EXTRA VALUE DAYS
AT ROY GOOD FURN. & APPL.

•

A SUPERMARKET IN YOUR HOME!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY, YOU CAN BUY A QUALITY
G-E FREEZER AND WE'LL FILL IT FULL (SEE LIST BELOW)
—LIMITED OFFER—BETTER HURRY . . . EASY CREDIT
TERMS!

al

by

340480

Anna C. Cooke_A

Mrs. Porter was guest of her
6.000 AT MEET
Its good to be back in the sister when she entertained
Hub City after attending the the Echo Bridge club on Sat,very informative meeting of urday in her home on Lacont.
the American Library Associa- Street.
Present
were
Mesdames
tion which was held at the
Conrad-Hilton hotel in Chi- Vivian Bell, Rosetta McKie
S. M. WASHINGTON
sack, Annie M. Bond, Carris.
cago.
to Sheppard AFB, Tex., for
There were approximately Bigger, Essie M. Perry and
training as communications 6,000 in attendance. And with Mr. Jones. First prize was won
operations specialists.
all the other librarians in the by Mrs, Annie Bond with
They are Airman Willie G. United States; it was reportd Mrs. Bell coming second. The
Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. that there are 15,000 librarians Foist prize went to Mrs. PorJack A. Davis of 933 S. Mans- needed to fill vacancies. You ter.
A very tasty menu preceedcan see the field is wide open
and a hint to the wise is suf- ed the playing of bridge.
Mrs. Maggie K. Smith enficient. I am not recruiting
but the needed number is tertained in her home in honor
of Mrs. Estella Bledsoe Fersomething to think about.
gerson of Detroit. Guests preAUTHOR • SURPRISED
sent were sisters, Mrs. Grace
Outstanding events of the Bledsoe Williamson, and Miss
meeting included the honor- Claudine Bledsoe, Mrs. Helen
ing of Negro author, Charle- Bledsoe, sister-in-law; Mr. and
mae Rollins by Follett Publish- Mrs. Jack Bowers of Detroit,
ing Company who just publish- Mrs, Lula Bell Martin, Mrs.
ed her book "Christmas Gift." Rosetta McKissack, Mrs. AnNot knowing the book was off nie Bond, Mrs. Alene Maney,
press, Miss Rollins was indeed and Mrs. Olivia Combs. A desurprised when a copy of it licious menu and bridge made
was presented during a recep- the evening a most enjoyable
tion in her honor. The Roll one.
Call of the States at the State
May I take this opportunity
Assembly breakfast made one to thank Mrs. Annie Bond for
feel proud of where he was keeping my column alive
C. 0. MORGAN
from as the many represenfield, who attended Owen col- tatives stood. There were also while I was away. Keep me
lege, and Airman Clarence 0. some from India. Japan, and posted on your doings. By the
way, just received word from
Morgan, son of Mrs. Margue- France.
Mrs. Odessa Beck that she
rite T. Morgan of 1327 EngleLibrary was leaving for a cruise ihe
The
accredited
wood St., a former Memphis Schools' banquet was another
Virgin Islands. Traveling:- in
State university student.
outstanding social affair where the party with her are }ler
I was identified with Atlanta sisters, Mesdames Marie JackUniversity. It was good to see son and Ethelyn Cooper.
They
so many former classmates are leaving from New York
along with two of my former City.
instructors. The whole meeting was indeed delightful.
JACKSONIANS IN CHICAGO
While in Chicago I got a
chance to see several former
Jacksonians in the person of
the Robert Morgans who moved into their lovely new home
this year; the Henry Stewards,
Mrs. Steward, nee Virginia
Whitsett; Ernest Goodrich and
RICHMOND, Va. — The
of course my brother, Thurs- fourth annual summer seminar
ton Lee who accompanied me on the
". •
Minister and the Chtisback to Jackson.
W. G. DAVIS
I understand much has been tian Church will be heldr:at
Going to Greenyille AFB, happening in Jackson also. Virginia Union university JuMiss., for training as a medi- Visiting her parents, Mr. and ly 29-Aug. 15. The seminar
cal service specialist, is Air- Mrs. E. A. Cage and her sister is financed by a grant from
man Sheridan M. Washington, Mrs. Ausie Brooks is Mrs.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie M. Cyril Cage Porter who now re- the Lilly endowment, Inc., aXid
is sponsored by the school of
Washington of 1333 Niese St. sides in Cleveland, Ohio.
With her are her darling religion. Forty ministers and
The airmen are graduates of
Hamilton High School.
children, Byron and Mildred. their wives are expected to
attend the three-week seminar which in, the past three
years has attracted more than
250 ministers, educators, and
wives.
Dean Allix B. James of the
school of religion announced
that Dr. Margaretta Keller
Bowers, chairman of the Bishops Subcommittee of Pastoral Counseling for the Episcopal Church and a New York
City psychoanalytic psychotherapist, will be the main
lecturer during the first two
weeks (July 29-Aug. 2).
Pastor of First Baptist
church, Nashville, Tenn., will
preach during the first week.
During the second week, Dr.
Thomas J. Kilgore, Minister,
Friendship Baptist Church,
New York City, will deliver
the sermons. And during the
final week, Dr. Richard White
will conclude the series.

Ministers At
•• u•
V.Irma
union

HUGE CAPACITY LOW PRICE!
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Union
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Seminar Set Foy

FREEZER FULL OF FOOD SALE...

By
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FOR SALE

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

• All Food Easy to Reach

SUNDRY, STORE

• Adjustable BookShelves—Extra
Door Storage

2143 SPARKS AVENUE

• Needs only 1 sq. yd, cf
space

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

MERCHANDISE & PROPERTY MUST

GO

• General Electric Quality
and Dependability
.• 5 yr. Warranty on sealed
in refrigeration system

HOLDS 420 LBS. FOOD

Model CA-222

Doz.
Doz.
Doz.
Doz.

•

HOLDS 420 LBS. FOOD
NO DOWN
your
PAYMENT
Citoice$1262

• Counter Balanced Lid
• Adiuslable Temperaiure Control
• Thick Fiberglass Insulation
• 5-Yr. Warranty-1 Yr. Service

1st Payment
OCTOBER '63

OF CHEST OR UPRIGHT

A
ye

NO

•

PAYMENT
'TIL

OCTOBER
'63

WITH FOOD

CHEST FREEZERS
Holds 420 lbs.

$12.62 per mo.

Holds 595 lbs.

$13.31 per mo.

Holds 905 lbs.

$15.22 per mo.

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT 'Tit 9 P.M.

1472 MISSISSIPPI

.13
'Ln •gt
• mosaic tile
•
▪ wall panels

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

SELF-STICKING VINYL
• SOX OF EIGHT
• 12:12" PANELS
•

•

I

ROSALIE
SCOTT

WITH FOOD
512 62 per ?no.
315 24 per mo.
$17.50 per mo.
$1730 per mo.
318.11 per mo.

NO DOWN PAYMENT WITH YOUR TRADE... UP TO 36 MONTHS

•

3 DIMENSIONAL

It's the time of year for leisurely meals, and fewer hours
In the kitchen. My favorite shortcut to good summer
eating is a Fruit Platter with a tangy Lime Topping. The
Topping is made with Carnation—the milk that whips!
Low in calories, low in cost, yet Lime Dressing is just the
right touch for fresh fruit. Do try it soon.

UPRIGHT FREEZERS
Holds 420 lbs.
Holds 473 lbs.
—
Holds 691 lbs.
Holds 469 lbs.(FROST FREE)
Holds 655 lbs.(FROST FREE)

Serving Memphis
For 37 Years

11111111•111111111111111•11

1
C
-

HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF

4 Packages of Mixed Vegetables
4 Packages of Peas
4 Packages of Peas and Carrots
4 Packages of Peaches
4 Packages of Strawberries
6 Cans of Grape Juice
6 Cans of Orange Juice
5 Cans of Lemonade
4 Cans of Pineapple Juice
6'12 Gallons of Ice Cream
10 Loaves ot Bread
10 Package of Hamburger Buns
10 Packages of Hot Dog Buns

Y GO

PHONE 948-9210

gdh

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
1 Hind Quarter of Beef Cut and
Wrapped
8 Lbs. Bacon
6 Lbs. Franks
2-3 lb. Pork Roasts
10 Fryers
210 Oz. Packages of Shrimp
6 Chicken Pot Pies
6 Turkey Pct Pies
6 Beef Pot Pies
3 Pkgs. Fish Sticks
4 Packaties of Green Beans
4 Packages of Corn

THIS IS A BUY YOU CAN'T MISS

FURNITURE &
APPLIANCES
PHONE 948-0323

THE A IHENTI DI N
& BEAUTY of CIRANIC TIMID
IDEAL FOR BATHROOMS 7;4
EXCELLENT FOR KITCHENS
EASY AS A-I-C TO APPLr.
• PEEL BACKING...
• PLACE ON SURFACE X
IT'S SELF-STICKING

FRUIT Mink wriN INN TOPPING
(Makes about 1'j cups)
3 1o4 tablespoons lime juice
/
1
2cup honey
2 well-beaten eggs

CHOICE OF 3 PATTERNS P
coos•!jr..01
DRAMATIC
NEW
SEAUTY771
ADO

/
1
4 cup undiluted
CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK

Mix 2 to 3 tablespoons lime juice, honey and eggs In saucepan.
Cook over low heat, stirring constantly, until mixture thickens.
Cool. Chill Carnation In refrigerator tray until soft ice crystals
form around edges (10 to 15 minutes). Whip until stiff (about 1
Minute). Add 2 teaspoons lime juice and whip very stiff (about 1 to
2 minutes). Fein whipped Carnation into cooled honey mixture.
Serve on fresh fruit or gelatIn salad..

0
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!ASK YVETTE CHANTE:

DONALD DUCK

GLAMOR GIRLS

.
for

Somebody's Lying About
Reader Seeking Pen Pal

A

able to go to nice places like
Dear Madam Chante:
I am writing with reference the movies, bowling, baseball
to a letter published in your games and church. My hobcolumn. First, I did not write bies are reading, writing, mothe letter, it seems that a prac- vies, television, music, poetry
tical joker has been very busy. and drawing.
My name is not Geneva, how- If p ssible, please send photo
ever, my address. and occupain fir.31 letter and I will do
tion were correctly stated.
the same.
cor•
in
interested
I am not
Albert Don Linwood
responding with any male pen
1007 S. State St.
know
.to
like
would
and
pals
Ci.'cago, Illinois
• • •
who had the time to wast.e on
such a letter when there is Deor Madam Chante:
such a great task for all Ne- I am 47 years of age, single,
groes here in America. I shotdd 6 feet tall and weigh 200
think that ' freedom and first potmo F.
class citizenship should be
1 would like to meet a in ate
more important to the general
is understanding sod sinpublic that finding a compan- who
cere, not over 49 years old,
ion for me.
Weigh under 165 pounds and
i'lea&e print this letter as I over live feet tall. I am inam really bored by the mail toresit c. in someone who
iI've received. I have returned sure of what she wants
life
it all to the sender: but would mid with no strings. I would
like for the public to know that not waste her time if sill
I have enough assets to gain
wonts a man with a sweet
male companions without soli- disposition to stick together
newspapers.
citing through the
forever.
Miss Genevieve Brooks
Race does not matter as long
156 Pine Street
as she is for real. Please enJackson, Tenn.
close. phone number or photo.
* • •
James. B. Martin
Dear Madam Chante:
General Delivery
I am looking for a kind, cm,
Chicago, Illinois
cent and steady iady compan• • '•
ion between the ages of 18 and
Chante;
30, about 5 feet 4 to 5 feet 7 Dear Madam
I am in need of a pel pal,
inches tall.
regardless of his age.
I am 6 feet tall, weigh 180
pound: and 37 year:. of age. I I am 5 feet 3 inches tail and
dark
have black hair, brown eyes weigh 114 pounds and am
years of
and brown compleftion. I am a complected. I am 28
Catholic. I have never been age and my measuremerds are
married and if the right girl 35-24-39.
Delrita Smith
comes along, I shall be very
70 Balmagie Ave.
happy to put a ring on her
is
Kingston 11, Jamaica
finger. I want someone that

EC •

J#0)1

viEw
FD•er

•

POIN-r

oA.
NOPt
Z
- NEW
/
BETTER
ELECTRONIC 11-IAN
THAT!
-LEANN?

I'M DESIGNING
15-06 ESPECIALLY'
FOR WOMEN!

IT'LL mAKE
ELECTRONic BRAINS
OEssoLeTe.! _

,C,REATEST INVENTION
SINCE THE WHEEL!

V

INTUITION
MACHINE

0_1

seto

o•tribui•lin Ka• Testy,'S,Aelic•e. 7

HE CISCO KID

•••

NUN? PoNT KNOW OAT
YOU'RE TALKWSASOLM!
WHERE 6 SENOR
SUPERSTITIOUS
SMITH?

HE'D sErrER 8E- ANP DoNT
TRY ANY ',WICKS!

..TEHOSHAPHAT!
NES S-GONE!

HENRY

1
WORLI
Here,
Angelei
York
separat
shows
were i
could v
of the
World
course
Aftleaders

',during
17-27f
ILIK Ireatmes by ndmate, In, ISO. %S,II right* neerval.

"I was just sort of hoping that you didn't know
how to swim."

Dear Madam Chante:
After reading your o.olumn
so many times, I am hoping
that you may help me.
I am 5 feet 11 in•Mes tall,
and weigh 171 pounds. I would
like to meet an intelligent
young lady with a nice personality who is between the
ages of 25 and 27.
I've made one mistake arid
I have just about paid my debt
to society and will he released
July 26. I am only 23 year:. old
now and I've found that a loosing he that I have been living

just doesn't pay and
ready to settle down.
George Hawkins,
No. 307719-62
Cook County Jail
2600 S. California
Chicago, Illinois
*

•

I am

*

Dear Madam Chante:
I am interested in corresponding with female lien pals
between the ages of 21 and 29.
Hoffline Ford
1 Humphries St.
Kingston 14, Jamaica

•
I THINK *YOUR GOLDFISH
IS LONESOME,
HENRY!

t:Abr.
", • 57

_
ETTA KETT

LP-

HEY LOOK!THE
CHICKS HAVE.
PACKED A LUNCH
FOQ THEIR PICNIC!

/ GRAB
WOW.
A HANDFUL

QuicK,HIDE!
HERE THEY
COME.!!

-

I CAN
M
M
SMELL THOSE HOT
HAHOuRGERS RIGH
THRu
BAG2!

,

THE.

./.

6
lit.

------

1

I

A
F

4IIfr

4It i

-Alig'4 9

'T..- ca.—

/ 7_7

ANINGEY'S A
LIFEGUARD
AT THE NEW
POOL.'

THE LIFESAVING
MANUAL SAYS IR
A SWiMHER GETS

NO
KIDDING!

HYSTERICAL—

POPEYE

-

BOP HiM

I HAS PROVED THAT
NO BLASTID MACHINE IS
As GOOD As A
. i-100MING BEING!
.coA

j(
a

ARP: ARP?
AT'S T14E END OF
TI-SE ROEsoT!.'

MAY I SUGGEST THA-T WE •
LEAVE THE IsLANO AT ONCE!

IF HE
EATS
SPINACH!

THE COMPUTER WILL BE
VERY FRUSTRATED!!
'OUR DEFEATING THE
ROBOT IS AGAINST LOGIC,
50 IT WILL BLOW
ITSELF UP!
;
IT'LL MAKE'N\
A VERY BIG
BOOM!

LI

THE FLOP FAMILY

I'-., as.

-ROT e,EEF &000.0EPENOAI5Le.
erN
HELtN

Kr1F.J.4 l-(ot.r0E T,REC7 LiOU f116Wr AT l-EA5-1" hiNVE WAITED
TO COOK THE. k'orAyT TILL_ I6.0-T
MAO HONGe14- p4E1411-sot/IE ,Co GEE I I MAO GOT
400
WELL..,PLEFs•SW!
s4E5 AND

• e\

NO

src
4e

DO YOU REALLY ----N i OF COURSE
IT INILL..!
TRAK THE cow:117ER
WILL. BLOW ITS1J I BUILT i-T;
SO I si-louLD
UP?
KNOW!

WHEN IT CAN'T1
FIND A LoeicAL
REASON FOR YOUR
DEREATiKt0 ITS
ROBOT IT WILL.
EXPLODE WITH
FRusTRATec2N

(THERE
IT
I wuesee!!
GOES! I ?HATS THE \

.7

•-t

END OF ITS
DREAM OF A
MACHINE"RUN WORLD!'

7- 2.7'

k

SI
SECRET AGENT X9

BRICK BRADFORD
105/04/ EIN.-OWS Our aye'Sroa
THG 0.
(1,
,
/r C42.,475
- 5
,aSNOuCCH
cc P.,E
Tmezror TO SENO PIS WREC.ACAGE
AR.OZ77.../NG P./ROUGH SPACE AWAY F20,14
71, 77.440-7lotw-

At a Red
Oa- training
base in skxth
Viet Pam, the
inStractcrs

...LT. YAGOvA

WILL P.`1 WITH
srucsgr- MOT
CONE „.

THERE
15/407;41E
TO WASTE!

•-•
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• SPORTS
HORIZON
9111111111111y BILL LITTLE11111111111111.11111111i
son didn't have to agree, and
there are those who believe
his mere acceptance was his
biggest mistake.
Then can you blame a guy
for being willing to absorb
a whipping, and believe me
brother Sonny administered a
brutal one, when the gross
World Series — assuming of recepits from the 8,000 in atcourse that the two league tendance, theater rights, et al,
Aftleaders hang to their big leads would bring in close to $600,WORLD SERIES STARTERS
Recently
when
the
Los
Angeles Dodgers an() the New
York Yankees appeared on
separate, game of the week
shows at the same time fans
were able to witness what
could very well be a preview
of the starting pitchers in the

000.
girduring the stretch drive.
Patterson related to Howard
Fireballer Sandy Koufax
Cosell, radio commentator,
toed the rubber for the Dodgthat he was convinced that
ers against Milwaukee while
Liston was a better fighter
on the same afternoon in New
. . . mind you I had the same
York Whitey Ford served them
feeling when the "big bear"
up on a different network to
disrobed. Counting time for
the Cleveland Indians.
knockdowns Patterson was exStrangely enough, with both posed to po§sible annihilation
of the ace southpaws leading for only 1:46 of the fight.
their respective leagues in
Cassius Clay, among the
victories, neither pitched in ringsiders, entered the ring
the All-Star game at Cleveland
and shook Patterson hands but

now

I

am

the early part of July. Ford
left immediately after holding
wasn't picked by his manager

corres)en pals
and 29.

ea

•

-71,
rs

Ralph Houk. Koufax warmed
up but didn't see any action
because he had worked two
days prior to the game. Ford
is currently sporting a 16-4
pitching mark which is identi
cal to the mound record of
Koufax.
Although both were treated
Ather hostile on the televised
Wgames they remain the meal
tickets of the Dodgers and
Yankees, Koufax suffered an
injury last year that many
observers believed cost the
Dodgers the pennant.
NEW DAISY SHOWS
CALAMITY

,
$4

This writer, desnite picking
up the Sonny Liston-Floyd

eight fingers to indicate to
Liston that would be the
round he would fall in their

proposed bout September 30th
in Philadelphia's 105,000 capacity Municipal Stadium.
Ernest
Photographer
Withers, who suffered from
the wrath of hostile Jackson,
Mississippi cops, will readily
tell you that minority citizens
in that racially torn city take

WILLIE PATTON, JR.
Willie Patton. Jr. tleftl, employee of the Memphis Army
Depot, Post Command Division. l'roperty Disposal Branch.

Is shown receiving an Outstanding Performance Appraisal
and a 'Sustained Performance Award of $100 for the period
of June I, 1962 to May 31. 1963. The awards were presented to him by Paul Mott, the chief of the post command division, Patton was cited for the outstanding manner he performed his duties IA a Warehouseman with a
perfect record in receiving supplies during the recommended period.

TSU Opens Blue Ribbon
Coaching Clinic July 31

Tennessee his New Years Day upset vicin the
an- tory over Georgia Tech
Bonnet Bowl. Second
nual Blue Ribbon Coaching Blue
Loyola's cagg
Clinic opens Wednesday. July day headliner,
George Ireland, is
31, featuring four film ses- mentor.
to do a recap of the
sions as a new "Twist" to the slated
battle
championship
20-sessioned Coaching Clinic. NCAA
quint at a film
Missouri's the Cincinnati
of
such unmerciful beatings as
University
did Patterson in Las Vegas football coach Dan Devine, showing.
The brightest feature in the
but usually at their own ex- who kicks off the clinic July
Film showing
31, will narrate the movie of four-day Clinic
pense.
NASHVILLE

State

Jackson State Students Take
Courses Th▪ rough Tele-Lecture

day in business. The reward Is great, and too, to see those
who moved away, beat their path back to Ewing Esse
service station, Is indeed refreahing. Mr. J. W. Ester,
retired trom 40 years with Illinois Central Railroad, finds
a source of comfort and recreation around the service
station of days, and will Join Mrs. Ester In celebrating
this event with a 20th anniversary Rale through the month
of August. Tokens of appreciation will be given to all

Mrs. J. W. Ester, formally Mrs. .1. A. Ewing, has completed
20 years in business at J. A, Ewing service station, 863
Mississippi Blvd. A few months ago Humble Oil A Refitting
Company awarded Mrs. Ester a plaque for her service
with the company for that period of time. She has always
advocated the best for the public and states that she has
enjoyed serving the many, many friends and acquaintances
during those fleeting years. She also wishes to thank
every customei, some still trading with her since her first

I. the 1962 ORANGE BLOSSOM CLASSIC football game

customers.
„

movie featuring Willie Rich lard — led Jackson College
romp over Florida A gz M
narrated by 1962's coach of

'Golfing With Lill

298

Patterson
heavyweight title
the year, John A. Merritt,
fight first on an out-Of-town
Tennessee State's brand new
radio station before learning
The on and off golfer per- to his oln familiar spot. Dufmentor.
it was being carried locally
By EDGAR T. STEWART (411 Studies department and
sonable Deputy Sheriff Wil- fer Otis Locknian of St. Low
from
departure
welcome
A
by WDIA, still was curious
chairC. Madden
D r. Ch sr1 es F
liam 1-io5la, to ml..Ing .1 the Mo., salesntan for BudweiseJ
In a class called "Great
of how Patterson could have
man of communications at.the Blue Ribbon, tradition is 19th hole. All golfers are hop- and Bush Bavarian made his
Antiquity," Jackson
been such a pushover. After Ideas in
Stephens college, were recent the addition of Olympic Coach ing he will hiirrv and return 'work enjoyable turning the
Edward S. Temple and Texas
all in the first fight in Chi- State and Tougaloo Southern visitors to Jackson State.
!beautiul showplace home of
Mississippi
in
cago the sportswriters had Christian college
Mr. and .Mrs. James McKenIn March there was a four- Southern's Stan Wright who
and
university
and Southern
picked Patterson to win
zie on Keen Rd., the 19th hel,
way international connection, will lecture on techniques of
Louisiana
in
college
first
the one round disappoint- Grambling
for many golfers and friend
in which the University of Wy-!running Track for the
ment that lasted only two min- are offering a course in classi- amine and University of Oklaltime in the Clinic's four-year
Another first- is in store I.
tele-lecture.
by
literature
cal
utes and six seconds.
'Memphis golfers as the So.,
horns joined Jackson State tOlislorY—
M
HATTIliSBU
of
head
Hades,
Moses
Dr.
My curiosity was settled
'Qualls golf club invite a,
French- Other Clinicians for the
hear Jean Berthain,
Theron
three days following the fight the Deartment of Latin and man, a Common Market repre-'four-day coaching fete are (UPI) — Voter registrar
;golfers of the city to part
stop
to
order
court
under
Lynd,
university,
Columbia
at
Greek
newfootball
after short stop in the New
pate in a mixed Scotch fo,
sentative in London, England.1Vanderbilts'
prosagainst
discriminating
is
Hades
Dr.
lecturer.
the
is
Daisy Theater. The last of
some and Calcuta for 111,•
Among the former speakers coach, Jack Green; Pearl High
said he
e Beale Street cinema hous- author of many books includ- heard at Jackson State are'School cage coach, Cornelius pective Negro voters,
players Sunday August 4
es carried pictures and de- ing a history of Greek litera- Robert Weaver, Ralph Bunche Ridley: Chattanooga's How- had registered 18 of 43 Ne- 2:30 P.M. Riverside golf emu-.
rejected.
scriptions of the fight from ture, a history of Latin liter- and Senator Karl Mundt.
ard High School football men- groes he previdusly
play will consist of 9 holes. A
Lynd, who was convicted of picnic for the golfers an,
Convention Center Las Vegas, ature, complete works of Tacttor, George "Chubby" James;
tus. the basic works of Cicero
Nevada.
Tennessee State's basketball civil contempt by the U. S. 5th their families will follow
From the opening bell it and others.
coach, Harold Hunter Jr.: and Circuit Court of Appeals, said the Riverside picnic area. Mu eak
S
To
was quite apparent why PatPlans for the series were
on the subject of administra- the other 25 had not attempted Frances Rogers is program
terson was the underdog. Out- worked out by Dr. Jane E.
tion, University of Wichita's to register again. Lynd con- chairman and Aubrey Turner
representative, Dr. tended the 18 Negroes still is club president
weighed 20-pounds Floyd look- Allister, head of the Jackson
faculty
ed the part of David in a con- State College Education deJames K. Sours and Missouri were not qualified to vote but
resident,
Memphis
former
A
flict with Goliath. Liston's partment, and S. R. Tackton of
Valley conference commis- said he had "no alternative"
arr. l's for your outboard
but to register them.
muscles bulged to such pro- the Ford Foundation.
L. C. Bates of Little Rock, sioner, Norvell Neve.
c.
6,01, cushions and ott,
,
Ntemphle °Idea,
portions it would lead you to
The course includes lettures Ark., has been engaged to
believe that he had been on on such writers and philosoa
at
speech
featured
give the
a diet prescribed for husky phers as Homer, Sophocles,
arranged by the Mistwins.
Euripedes, Plato, Machiavelli program
sionary Society of Princeton
Actually the 215-pound hea- and Erasmus.
ror.VIIrni.FT en
vy- weight
champion
never FOR SENIORS
AME ZION ihurch, 2280 El.
324-367 I
.rnir
really hit Patterson over tow
The class is desig,ned espec- dridge St., Sunday, August 4.
or five solid licks — had there ially for senidr and graduate at 3 p.m.
iggignainiMPAINNIIIMOINIP
been more Liston might have students at Jackson State. This
Bates. a f rmer newspaper
put his challenger away for does not necessarily extend to publisher in Arkansas, is a
CHEVROLET
eternity. On the other hand, the other participating col- field manage, for the NAACP.
DEMONSTRATORS
everything that Liston threw, leges.
He will be introduced by
in In mlect from. Impalas. Rel Àyincluding blows that landed
Super Sparta. Some with air sw,
Jackson State is the second Thaddeus T. Stokes, a TriThin Is the time of the year We W
off the target area: all helped institution in the country to State Defender representative.
moiling nor dernonetrator. Come
Alto spell Patterson's downfall use the telephone method of
while there', a ;nod selection.
The program is open to the
Chevrolet Dee
Oldrat
What came after three knock- teaching. Stephens college of public, says Mrs. Eleanor
downs and with 2:10 elapsed Missouri was the first. Dr. Forbes, president of the soin the first round.
James A. Burkhart of the So- ciety.
CIRCUS-LIKE PROMOTION
The end for Patterson start-

,000
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

a

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

Bates
mc. A
t Local Church

)6IC,

'63 DODGE 2°AsR,L

$

UNION

WILSON MOTORS

BE

ODGES
NE
D

IN STOCK to choose from

Registrar Accepts
Miss. Negro Votes

be-

fore

1
A

MRS. J. W. ESTER

—

university's fifth

1279 So. Bellevue at Trigg
QUALITY USED CARS

$35.00 to $45.00 Down

FINANCING NO PROBLEM

S

Phone: WH 8-2236

WITH

UNION

amiemmeammarnamilaaallaasaaate
a
a
a 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

ed with a vicious left hook
complimented by a sledgeham- 4
mer right. Liston said after the
fight, which lasted four seconds than the initial one, that
he had hoped to end the brawl •

$
SCAR WASH
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a

sooner to break his Chicago
record. Patterson announced I
he would continue boxing and
would 'start from the bottom.
Before the fight was staged
there were cries that it was a

a
la

•

Sat oi Ion. $1.25
Sat. Open I AM, to 6 P.M.
Sen. Open S AM. I. 2 P.M.

Monday
thru

•
I
U
U

*
•
e
•

a

Friday

the financial reason. But who

DEWEY MOTORS
COMPANY, INC.

SHARP TRUCKS
38 ALL SIZES & TYPES
Piel ups, Pes•ls, Tr•ctets
bum & Sited Trock•
TRADES A LIBERAL TERMS

TRUCK SPECIALISTS
A—A MOTORS
455 UNION AVE.

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
t

WORLD'S LARGEST FORD

•

DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
IR 64171

1151 CENTRAL Al' COOrte

MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I

1.\ fi .1

"STOP.-- AND SHOP AT CINTH 11."

Cars Your Pocket
Can Afford To Operate
CONVERTIBLES, SEDANS,
KARMAN GHIA & STATION WAGONS

DEWEY USED
410 Union Ave.

CAR DEPT.
525-4611

CO.

"13 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Union • •

Open Evenings

0.

BR 5-8143

1.11.111.1111111.111.111.11MININIMIN

SCIIIILXING'S GOT 'EM!

'63 MERCURYSEE701.
PRICES STARTING AT

Oakley Ford
BIG FORD SUPERMARKET
BR 2.3431
1048 Union
YEAR END
CLEARANCE SALE
ON ALL NEW AND USED CARS

9

BIG SAVINGS — TREMENDOUS VALUES

100 Used VOLKSWAGENS
To Choose From

CHUCK HUTTON

:12 I •Il.i
:EA -3,

171
)
1!
22
2

SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

a
mismatch. However, it appear.• Summer at Baltic
00
•
11
ieuss.
ed more of an obligation l pglig
11111111••11111•811•1111•11•111111112
brought the two gladiators together again. yes there was
would have the gall hadn't
it been for the return bout
clause, acknowledged or not,
which made the bout almost
mandatory. Of course Patter-

John Ronza's

Toshiliutton Beater. Electric II intim Directional
sl i al.. Tortionsies Ride, Alternator, Anti-Presss,

1958 CHEV. WAGON
$495.00

1957 FL500
$395.00

1960 FALCON
2 DR. WAGON
$895.00

1961 PLY. 4 DR
$995.00

1956 CHEV
$495.00
1960 DODGE
$1095.00
'60 RAMBLER WAGON
$795.00

1962 T-BIRD
$3295.00
1962 NASH
$995.00
1963 T-BIRD

36 MOS.

LIBERAL FINANCING — LOW PAYMENT

DOWN
WE FINANCE
OUR OWN CARS

•

ile

See and Dri‘e the 1963 M.1tRA11.11111

SCHILLING on UNION
'YOUR mEW.:CIRY SUP:PmARK8114

$3995.00

1958 EDSEL WAGON $595.00

$95

971 HIM

ER 2-7561

BOX 579
tiEMPHIS
COMP.
Page
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Magicians
Reveal
Schedule

ESCAPE ART/ST
Howard Jay Barnard, who has .
been arrested in Memphis, is

The Magicians of LeMoyne
college will play their home
basketball opener on the night
of Dec. 7, taking on Alabama
State from Montgomery. They
open their schedule against
Knoxville college at Knoxville, Tenn., Dec. 2.
HOME GAMES
Alabama State, Dec. 7.

On the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. While he was
being transported from Seattle,
Wash., under guard to VacaCOLEMAN RODGERS
ville. Calif., for parole violation,
he escaped from the moving
train. Particularly fond of
lounging on swimming beaches,'
Fisk University, Dec. 10.
be likes constant female comStillman College, Dec. 13.
Tuskegee Inst., Jan. 3.
panionship and prefers marKnoxville College, Jan. 7.
ried women. His favorite mode
Dillard University, Jan. 13.
Solve Your Problems of travel is by motorcycle. He
At the Esso Research Cen- problem, since the
Miles College, Jan. 15.
new prodWith a Small, Low Cost
ter in Linden, N. J., Lab Tech- uct is easily attacked and is also fond of television viewAlabama A&M, Feb. 1.
nician Coleman Rodgers as- broken down by the bacteria
Benedict College, Feb. 3.
sists with tests which are that are always present in ing and turtle-neck sweaters. Real Estate Loan
Lane College, Feb. 8.
INSPECTING SHOWERS
helping to solve an internation- streams, harbors and waste- Persons recognizing the fugiAllen University, Feb. H.
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr., right, general
they are seen in the station on High street
al problem that starts in mil- water treatment plants.
tive should call the FBI at once. 60 Flat Monthly Payments
AWAY
manager of the Tri-State Defender, was
In showers for street repairmen. During the
ions of washers, bathtubs and
The gamma rays cause
Knoxville College, Dec. 2.
Approx.
taken on a tour of facilities for men in
tour they also inspected showers in barns
kitchen sinks.
chemical reactions that creCosh Ym,
Alabama A&M, Dec. 3.
Mo.
It is caused by used deter- ate the new oil-based mater- WE IIAVN:
I
lb. finest ealeation of
the Public Works department last week by
for sanitation workers.--(Withers Photo)
GetAlabama State, Dec. 19.
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late mode
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go
foaming
in ial, but these rays do not Shup Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer.
Commissioner William Farris, and here
,Lane College, Jan. 10.
S 500.00
S 12.90
rivers and streams and even make materials radioactive.
Tuskegee Inst., Jan. 25.
51,000.00
$ 23.70
from drinking-water faucets
An Esso Research pilot plant
Stillman College, Feb. 4.
$1,500.00
S 34.50
in
some
heavily
populated is producing the new deterMiles College, Feb. 5.
$2,000.00
S 45.50
areas.
gent in limited quantities.
Fisk University, Feb. 14.
$2,500.00
S 56.20
In the United States, where Meanwhile, plans
CHEVROLET CO
for com- 2139 Lamar
$5,000.00
5110.82
324.3832
detergents accounts for 80 per mercial manufacture
are be- 2200 Lamar
3244971
cent of all the cleansers used, ing determined.
Be Wise! Choose
The National Dental Assa- Association and Dean, College
streams have been covered In the photo above, Rodgers
universiwith suds and in Europ e, introduces a measured quanciation will convene at the of Dentistry, Temple
A graduate of the Rosa Ford
ty.
where the problem is worse, tity of bacteria
High school at Tunica, Miss.,
WE USE DUPONT No. 7 wax-wash
Sheraton hotel in philadelphia,
- grown in on
all cars - Cl Union Car
A Douglass High School vo- detergent foam has impeded one of
During the 50th Anniversary, has been given the first $200
the glass laboratory Open 7 clays a week for your Wash.
72 MADISON
Pa., on August 4-9. This will
coothere will be numerous offered by the Tri-State Con cal music teacher, Omar R. navigation on some rivers and containers, called reactors,
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Odonto-Chirugical
At the Esso Research Cen- sample of detergent to study
Symposium will be moderated at their first annual conven Fred Waring Choral workshop
Society and M. A. Jackson
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TIME
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24 HRS. A DAY
college in Del- ter, a nuclear process using whether bacterial action is
by Dr. S. 0. Banks, Meharry tion which closed here reefDental Society will serve as
Dental college. Panel members cently at the St. Paul Baptist aware Gap, Pa. He will also gamma rays has produced a fective in breaking
"It's
down the
Better to
host.
CHEVROLET CO
attend the Robert Dumm new kind of synthetic deter- material, thus
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reducing or 2200 Lamar
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LaPeyroCalhoun,
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which helps solve this eliminating foaming.
The studert, who received
inent educators and
distinlerie, Arthur Williams, C. Bas- the award krkiwn as the Lucy Ohio.
guished speakers will be the
sett Brown and Carl Johnson. E. Campbell award in the Dumm, the piano workshop
Anthony J. Celebrezze, SecreOther Clinicians at the session oratorica contest, was Miss consultant, is dean of the Bostary, Department of Health,
ton Conservatory Of Music.
will be: Drs. James H. Greeley, Estella McKay, daughter
of
Education and Welfare, and
Walter R. Edmonds, Univer- Mrs. Willa Weeden of Tunica. Piano teachers attending the
Dr. Gerald D. Timmons, pres• • •
workshop were invited by the
sity of Pennsylvania; Drs.
The second prize of $75 was
ident of the American Dental
Willis Music Company and
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Negro Dentists To Assemble
For 50th Annual Convention

Tunica Girl Wins
$200 Scholarship
From Choir Group

Science Presses Fight
On Detergent Foam

NEED MONEY?

VOL.

••

1

UNION

Douglass Teacher
Attends Workshop

State Savings Bank

UNION

Classified

versity, Max A. Pleasure and
Jay Eshelman.

Social events will include a
Acquainted

party,"

Ca-

Apts. For Rent

Green Tea To Be
Given At Home Of
Rev. And Mrs.Gaston

Banquet and Ball, Golf and Bowling Tournaments.
The officers and board
members will be host to a • A green tea has been planluncheon honoring representa- ned for Sunday, Aug. 4 at the
tives from Colgate - Palmolive home of Rev. and Mrs. C. J.
and Wrigley Chewing Gum Gaston, 1519 S. Wellington St.,
Companies, who are financing announces Mrs. Bessie King.
ia motion picture on Proven- The tea is set for 4 to 6 p.m.
itive Dentristry being prepared Rev. Gaston is the pastor of
1St. Peter Baptist church.
by NDA.
•--Officers of the National Dental Association are Dr. Richard Layne, St. Louis. president:
'Dr. Matthew Mitchell, Wash'
baret

party, President's

MURDEROUS TEATNICingion, D. C.,

President-Elect:

Edward Howard Maps, alleged! Dr. W. J. Walker, Chicago', Vice
murderous "beatnik," chargetil' President; Dr. E. N. Jackson,
with brutally slaying his wife! Charlottesville, Va, Secretary
Treasurer; Dr. R. Q. Venson,
and four-month -old daughter.
Chairman of the Board,
has been added to the FBI's The National Dental Hy "Ten Moat Wanted Men" list- genist Association and the
A firearms expert and college Ladies Auxiliary to the Nagraduate, he is noted in Green- tional Dental Association will
with Village, N. V., as an ac_ also be in session at the Sheracomplished artist and sculptor. ton
Having majored in art and
psychology, he has an interest
•
in 'anthropology and woodlore.
The 41 -year-old ex-Marine has
a reputation for living off elderly women.

Seattle, Washington

BANKRUPT &
LIQUIDATION CO.
- Furn. - Appliances - Equipment TERMS & BARGAINS
We buy, sell or Trade
Anything What's Legal
15 S. Cleveland - 278-0468

HOUSE FOR SALE
KNOB. HILL SUBDIVISION

3 Bedroom, brick. Large, corner lot. $1500 for
$2,500 equity. 4i/2% G.I. Loan, or $315 down.
Owner will pay half of closing on F.H.A. Loan,
HERBERT HELTON
2501 Sherrie Street
FA 3-0132

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

BACK TO SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the rder blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME

Furn. For Sale

Autos For Sale

Address.

Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK
POST TIME 8:00 P.M.

rottaatz

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

25c
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9.1411tlkS
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LOAN OFFICE
EPST162-164166
EIN BEALE
ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

l:30 P.M.

SORRY NO
MINORS

NIGHTLY EXCEPT
SUNDAY

5 MIN. FRO'K(
7'
DOWNTOWN
MEMPHIS

CALLING
ALL

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
_._

Call or Come In Today.
INTERSTATE „55 WEST MEMPHIS ARKANSAS

ATHA
N'S
N

LOAN

Dr.

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 173 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

bh,

Hurry! Call IA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

(English Lady)

it

KNOW SHE IS NOV
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis
sippi State Line. MAI/AM HELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged!
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
YOU

Racial
ed to
tion
The d
while
and it
were
15 A
152 pe
Tuesd
kets
lice h

MADAM BELL

Air-Conditioned
Club House

MATINEE
EVERY SAT.

BUY BONDS

MOTORCYCLE

RACING THRU
OCT. 15

4aDMISSION

DAILY DOUBLE
1st & 2nd RACE

Cl'

For Sale Misc.

Phone number._

BERNARD RILEY
GEN. MANAGER

Work
presi,
been
dale.
-

Homeworkiirs Wanted:

Help Wanted

Number of papers wanted weekly

$6.000 handles
Lenore Hartley
1154 19th Ave. East. Phone

Help Wanted

2 lgs. unfurn. rms. for rent

Watch Our Ads

Mother's name

EAst 34282

For Sale Misc.

FURNISH EL) ROOM WI tH Hull.
bath-aster a litihte furnished Phone ONE BOOK CASE. BED. COMPLETE PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE YARD WORK for MEN FOR use
of
mattress and spring, one dresser.
No else too large or too small
SR 5-7124.
HOUSE. Must have other job -House
2 chest of drawers, one washing mawork for wife
Ph._ EV 6-4618
chine. One dinette eet, one sewing Maeon. Orthoreut.also
U ISPU-R
-FifiE441
$111rROOMS
and
Chas.
Cheater
machine, CALL BR 6-2370. 2152 Shoe RepremntatIve.
HOUSE FOR BALE BY OWNER
Piedmont St.
Call WE 2-4513
Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
1267 Worthington St
WE 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
PRIV
E PARTY WOULD LIKE TO Sewing Machines and
3 Bedroom Brick, Call BR 4 4203
Vacuum
CleanUNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
provemse • borne bar is fair condi er. Special Reg.
Inc appointment.
$7.50 Service. call a
2 ige
unfurnlahed rooms for rent. Own. Call JAelcaos 6-11:497.
Tune up for only $3,95. Call
WH 23937. nail after 5 ,p.m.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS Pull272-1361 - 274-8963
tar or reetaurant worker.
REPOSSESSED HOUSEFUL
PitINTING SHOP FOR RENT
WH 11-0687
Pick up payments on 7 pc. living
Vacuum Cleaners. Speelal -priced from
FullY Equipped Cylinder Press: Two
room. 7 pc dinette. Refrigerator.. $17.50 up. New and used
WOMAN
(21 Job Presses Call FA 7.5148 for
Uhailitlial Job AS MAID OR
call
Stove. Just $15.11 mo. let note July' 272-1361 - 274-8963 for
baby sitter tiv• deye a week, Call.
A good deal.
free hem*
15th, Quality Fur. WH 8-3378. Open
01. 8-4551
demons/ma/Om
to 8 p.m.
USED ROOM AIR CONDITIONER
We witi send you toe complete names
879.95
and add:wines of 50 U.S. firms that
SAVE $40.00
Spinet Plano for sale. Wei) sell In this
BEG, PRICE $119.95
GUARANTEED BY. LIVE-IN
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Piano Full cALL 272-1:161
WANTED
or
274-8963
Jobs
935-555 wk
Fare advan4
88 note. walnut finish. Unpaid bal
MAN W 1114 CAR OR STATION
Mallory Attnity $76 Merrick
once, $23.00 per month. Must have
WAGON
Lynbrook, N
Y.
good reference. If Intermited writs
to
MUST RE A GO-DETTER
Tri-State Defender Credit
Manager
T. deliver and Pell paper. weeklY WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK:
Post Office Box 311 MemPhie Tenn
CALL.
Salary plus commission
Prise winners •nd winning ennwers to,
452-1831
New Tri•Stat• Publishing Company
TOM JACKSON'S sat Bible Huts
1953 Pontiac station wagon. In good
NEGRO WOMAN EXP, FACTORY OR
236
South
ANS.:
Wellington
Tbe
ter*
"LORD'S
Street
DAY"
running condition. Price 5100.00. TOBABY
!OWING.
CALL:
occurs In rim Nei* TESTAMENT once.
State Defender JAck•on 6-S397,
NICE HOME FOR RENT
IA 5-7919
(REV. 1 .101. In other New Tests- 3 LARGE ROOMS
- HALF BATH NEGRO WOMAN
1954 Chew., 210 powereide. extol ment texts we are told that the day
WANTS
FIVE DAYS
retired or eettled couple. Near WW1.work-private home
damn. $395.00 cash. after 5:30 p.m.. of which Jesus Is Lord. Is the Sab- lar bus line.
Stove FURNISHED.
940 1271
please call - GI. 2-3273.
bath day. ''The Son of Men Is Lord
BR 2-3237
CADILLACS -- 55 hard top convert:I- even of the Sabbath Day." Matt. 12:8.
bite. power, air conditioned. Call IA 7. Mark 2:28.
rims WIS7NEllal
1511. 2495 cash or terms.
1. Mrs. Mildred Clerk
$5.00
room CARS FOR RALE
Memphis. Tenn.
EXPERIENCEL) BEAUTICIANs
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide, extra 2. Mrs. Magnolia Rusnell
$4.00
wants job as shampooer In white
clean $350 cash or terms. Call after
Millington, Tenn.
shop ot as seamstrem. JA 3.2664.
5:30 om.
GI 2-3273 3. Elizabeth Slayton
$2.50
Keep children in home for working
Notasulga.
Ala.
52 Dodge, four nem tires radio, good
mothere-by the day, week. or month.
$200
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835 4. Mrs. Henry Bond
Call FA 4.5166 for information.
Memphis. Tenn.
Rev snd Mrs 1, Sc Meyers
1956 Cher. Belaire 4 Or., H T7-R11:47, 5. Mitchell Burnette
$1.50
V-8. Automatic. Radio, Heater, wiscr.
Dosier. Ms.
Tires Sharp $595.00 or $33.80 per
Entries are now being accepted for
Salesmen
and
saleswomen
Month. Banking Financing.
TOM JACKSON'S second BIBLE QUIZ.
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO
Sc brings complete details.
wanted to sell retail advertis426 union Avenue
TOM JACKSON
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
Mg in the Memphis market. like
Phone 525-0326
92 SWEET AVENUE
new. Call BR 2-7844 for service.
BIRMINGHAM 7, ALA.
We pay 25 per cent and 30 Only 110 00.
1956 Plymouth Station Wagon Custom
built radio. and heater. V8 motor.
per cent cuntract commission MASTER YOUR PROBLEMS BY
S
ACRES
SALE
FOR
automatic transmission. Bee at 2026 3108
"Divine Meta-prtyatca" tor advice
N, Germantown Road north of on the dollar.
Waverly. Cal/ after 6 p.m. BR 6-4327 kiighway
and guidance to your problems. Send
64 nr. Ellendale ran he
Mandate, 3 questions and 52.00 to
-•
-1659 ("bey, Impala 4 dr..
black I shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George THE TRI STATE
DEFENDER William H. Felton, Pc , 2473 Sevwhite. VA, 5, Drive, R. H.. W.W.T.. Gibbs. Jr.
236 South Wellington Street enth Ave. New York 30. New York.
Rank Financing, 5995 00 or $43.08
swi.k
Per month.
DEEP FR EEEERS--$60.00 and "P
Memphis, T•rua.
0. P. DONALD MOTOR CO.
Phone WH 2.4332
426 Union Avenue
GAO RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE GUARANTEED N.Y, uvir-irr MAID
Phone 525-0326
WH 2-4332
jobs. 535-955 wk. Fare advanced.
Mallory Agency, 576 Merrick Rd.,
Lynbrook, N, Y.
Private party would like to porch°.
MAID,
NURSE.
a Ducati Motorcycle Call 275-3972, EXPERIENCED
Ironer. City references. 5 days •
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for week .1A 7-9043.
as low as $19.95. I..ote of other
makes and models to choose from.
Call 272-1361 - 2747-8963

Special Services

TICE

Elegant Engl.nh
Brick home. T.
zoned, prestige district. Four bed.
roome. Full tiled basement. Panorami,
view. Two fireplace.. double plum hing. Large, beautifully landscaped be
Lovely condition. Unusual view-recrec.
tfOo room walled in glass, with Prl',Ate entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or subtile business use. Could accom.
moderate small group or two families Lease $200. wli on assumption.

S

Wil- Dumm„

hams.

SOCIAL EVENTS
"Get

Ad

HELL advise you at once. She will rend life to you
Just as she would read an open book. Tell you why

your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MAI)AM BRIJ, at once.
I,ocated on Highway 61 South, just over Mississippi State line on the way to Hernando. her home

Is 2 blocks below Where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel, lie sure to look for the RED BRICK
ROUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch 3cliow bus parked Whitehaven Slate Line
,
and get off at Slate Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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